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ABSTRACT 
 
Li-ion batteries are the energy storage of choice for portable electronics and are of 
extreme interest for high-energy applications, such as long-range electric vehicles because they 
are less dense, have greater charge densities, as well as faster charging times than any 
comparable energy storage technology.  While the best energy storage candidate, Li-ion batteries 
still need to obtain even higher charge densities, which necessitates alternate electrode materials 
need to be utilized.  Semiconductors, such as Si and Ge, are theoretically capable of 
accommodating more Li ions per mass and volume than any other elements.  The increased 
charge density of Li would lead to higher capacity anodes than traditional graphitic carbon.  The 
main factor preventing Si and Ge anodes from being utilized is the drastic 300% volumetric 
expansion encountered upon lithiation. 
 This dissertation explores the fundamental interaction of Li with crystalline Si and Ge 
electrodes utilizing in situ Raman spectroelectrochemistry and model microfabricated electrodes.    
The third chapter examines the effects of lithiation on the three low-index faces (111, 100, and 
110) of crystalline Si electrodes.  The (110) face of Si is lithiated at lower overpotentials than the 
other two low-index faces; with the (111) exhibiting the highest lithiation overpotential.  The 
anisotropic lithiation is then utilized in creating self-limiting microbars of crystalline Si through 
microfabrication.   
 Chapter 4 examines the effects of dopant type and concentration on the lithiation of 
crystalline Si electrodes.  Phosphorus and boron doped wafers are found to insert lithium at 
different electrochemical potentials, with P doped Si requiring a 0.5 V more negative potential 
for lithiation than B doped Si.  Computational work is performed to understand the overpotential 
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and an electronic surface state explanation is found, which compares the differences in Fermi 
levels of the doped surfaces.   
Chapter 5 explores the crystallographic and dopant effects on lithiation of Ge electrodes 
and draws comparison to Si.  It is found, in contrast to Si, that Ge has minimal changes in 
lithiation with varying crystallographic face and dopant type.  Again a surface electronic state 
explanation is found which relates the differences between the band gaps of the two 
semiconductors.   
 Finally, chapter 6 examines the performance of Ge electrodes with model 
microstructures.  Microstructures of Ge exhibit improved cycle life performance relative to bulk 
Ge.  While microfabrication of Si is capable of forming a self-limiting microbar through 
anisotropic lithiation, Ge does not.  In order to limit the faces that Li can intercalate into the Ge 
microbars, a Li inactive coating is utilized to enforce selective lithiation for improved 
performance.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1.1 Motivation 
 Two main energy challenges exist in the world today: moving ground transportation 
towards electrical propulsion and shifting electricity production from burning fuel to renewable 
energy sources.
1
  The reliance on burning fossil fuels for energy consumption/production is 
forecasted to have a severe impact on future world economics and ecology.
2
  Renewable energy 
sources, such as solar radiation, wind, and waves, represent sources that are variable in time and 
diffuse in space.
3
  These sources and the utilization of an electric motor in vehicles, require 
energy storage.  The most convenient form of energy storage is portable chemical energy. 
 Systems for electrochemical energy storage and conversion include electrochemical 
capacitors, fuel cells, and batteries.  Capacitors show high kinetics, but are limited by the 
decrease in cell voltage during discharge.  Fuel cells exhibit long shelf life, but are limited by 
energy losses during chemical conversions and H2 storage problems for H2/O2 fuel cells.
4
  
Batteries have the ability to deliver electrical energy with high conversion efficiencies with no 
gaseous exhaust.
2,3
 
The use of batteries for electrochemical energy storage has become a commonplace 
occurrence in today’s society.  In particular, portable consumer electronics that run off various 
battery types have become ubiquitous.
5
  Batteries, regardless of their chemistry, store electrical 
energy within the electrode structure through a charge transfer reaction during charging and 
discharging, i.e. as chemical energy.  A battery may be composed of several electrochemical 
cells that are connected in order to provide the required voltage and capacity.   
2 
 
Batteries can be characterized into two categories, primary and secondary.  Primary 
batteries are defined by an irreversible electrochemical reaction which renders the cell incapable 
of recharging.  A primary battery is a convenient source of power for a wide variety of 
applications by providing freedom from utility power.  Primary batteries result in higher energies 
than their secondary counterparts, but at the cost of not being able to be recharged.
6
  Secondary 
batteries are defined by their ability to be recharged by applying a reverse current to the 
electrochemical cell.  Secondary batteries have been utilized for over 150 years since the 
development of the lead-acid battery in 1859 by Planté.
6
  The main reactions of secondary 
batteries had remained largely unchanged for decades, with the lead-acid battery still in use for 
starting, lighting, and ignition application in the automotive industry.  Recently however, the 
development of the Li-ion battery has resulted in it being utilized in an ever increasing number of 
applications.
5,7,8
 
The Li-ion battery was first commercialized in 1991 by the Sony Corporation.   Due to 
the high charge density of lithium ions (Li
+
), Li-ion batteries can store more than twice the 
energy of other secondary cells of the same mass and size, as shown in Figure 1.1
5
  For this 
reason Li-ion batteries are considered one of the most advanced energy storage systems and have 
become the preferred energy storage device in the communications, consumer electronics, and 
transportation sectors.
9,10
  Their potential use in long-range electric vehicles makes advances in 
the field more significant due to the environmental impacts, as well as economic.
5
 
Li-ion secondary batteries employ the exchange of Li
+
 between storage electrodes.  In 
conventional Li-ion batteries, the positive electrode (or cathode) consists of a layered metal 
oxide structure, such as lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) supported on an Al current collector.  
During the charging process the cathode is oxidized, such as Co
3+
 to Co
4+
 in LiCoO2 (Eq. 1).  
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The negative electrode (or anode) material is a graphitic carbon on a Cu current collector.  
During the charging process the anode is reduced (Eq. 2).  In the charge process the lithium ions 
are extracted from the positive electrode material and intercalated into the negative electrode 
material by applying an external current to the cell.  The applied electrical energy is stored as 
chemical energy at the negative electrode.  During the discharge process the chemical energy is 
converted to electrical energy by the reverse process in which the lithium ions shuttle from the 
negative electrode to the positive electrode.  The forward reactions in Equations 1-3 are the 
charge processes and the reverse reactions are the discharge processes.
6
  
LiMO2  ⇌  Li1-xMO2 + x Li
+
 + x e
-
                (1) 
C + y Li
+
 + y e
-
  ⇌  LiyC      (2) 
LiMO2 + x/y C  ⇌  x/y LiyC + Li1-xMO2                (3) 
A conventional Li-ion battery consists of the anode and cathode as described above 
separated by an electrolyte allowing the transfer of lithium ions between the two electrodes 
(Figure 1.2).  In the case of a Li-ion battery, the electrolyte is a combination of nonaqueous alkyl 
carbonate solvents, such as ethylene and dimethyl carbonate, with dissolved lithium salts, 
typically LiPF6.  The conventional anode material, graphite, is used because of its moderate 
capacity, low cost, and cycle life.
6
  As the anode is where the energy is stored during charging, 
the battery charge is partially limited by the capacity of carbon.  In Equation 2 above, the 
theoretical maximum value of y for graphite is 1/6.  The low packing density equates to a 
theoretical specific capacity of 372 mAhg
-1
.  However, due to the increasing demand for charge 
density, new, safe electrode materials with higher capacities than graphite are needed for both 
portable consumer electronics and transportation applications.   
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1.2 Next Generation Li-ion Batteries 
 In order to achieve the higher energy requirements for advanced applications, such as 
long-range electric vehicles, new electrode materials need to be considered.  Ideally, Li metal 
would be used as the anode in Li based batteries. Li is the lightest and most electronegative        
(-3.045 V vs. NHE) of the alkali metals, and has a high specific capacity value (3860 mAhg
-1
).
11
  
However, electrodeposition of Li
+
 onto the Li metal anode results in dendritic and/or mossy 
structures.
8,12
  The dendritic structures are capable of dissociating from the electrode surface and 
may result in a short circuit, which results in high-rate discharge.
5
  High-rate discharge results in 
rapid overheating of the battery, thermal runaway, and ultimately a fire hazard due to the 
flammable organic electrolyte.  Considerable research has been devoted to prevent the dendrite 
formation on Li metal during cycling
13-15
, but no definitive method has been developed.  As a 
result Li metal is not used in Li-ion batteries and alternative anode materials are sought. 
 The choice of the anode is important as it will have an effect on the performance of the 
cell.  The main criteria for an effective anode are
16
: 
 A cell voltage that varies little with lithium content 
 Capable of accommodating large quantities of lithium per formula unit (high capacity) 
 High gravimetric energy density 
 High volumetric energy density 
 Low cost 
 Easily fabricated into electrode 
 Environmentally friendly 
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The energy density is equal to the product of the cell voltage and the capacity, and 
therefore, these two parameters should be maximized for high energy batteries.  The cell voltage 
is the difference in the electrochemical potentials of Li between the two electrodes.  Transition 
metal oxides, a common cathode material, typically operate near 3.5 – 4 V on the lithium scale 
(i.e. vs. Li) and most anodes, such as carbon and semiconductors, operate below 0.5 V.  The 
theoretical specific capacity represents the number of Li ions involved in the electrochemical 
process (in mAhg
-1
) (Eq. 4),  
6.3
1



M
Fx
C ltheoretica      (4) 
where Δx is the number of moles of Li that participate in the electrochemical process per moles 
of electrode compound, F is Faraday’s constant (96,485 C), and M is the molecular weight of the 
electrode element.  
Alloy anodes are promising anode materials for Li-ion batteries due to their high 
capacities, voltage stability with lithium content, and lithiation voltages more positive than the 
lithium formal potential.  More positive lithiation voltages avoid the dendritic deposition of Li 
metal and therefore improve the safety.  Semiconductors, such as Si and Ge, are of extreme 
interest as alloy anodes.  Si and Ge are theoretically capable of accommodating 4.4 Li atoms for 
every one semiconductor atom, which leads to theoretical specific capacities of 4199 and 1623 
mAhg
-1
 for Si and Ge respectively.  Because of the higher density of Ge, the volumetric 
capacities, which are important for transportation applications, are substantively closer at 9783 
and 8642 mAhcm
-3
 for Si and Ge respectively.  At room temperature, however, X-ray diffraction 
studies have shown that these semiconductors will crystallize at a composition of Li3.75M (where 
M = Si or Ge), therefore never reaching the theoretical 4.4 Li per M atoms.
17,18
  A comparison of 
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select lithium alloying elements’ specific and volumetric capacities reveals that Si and Ge exhibit 
the highest elemental capacities known (Figure 1.3).
7
  .   
 The main challenge for the implementation of alloy anodes is their large volumetric 
expansion during lithium insertion and contraction during extraction which leads to mechanical 
pulverization of the electrode, loss of electrical contact to active electrode material, and poor 
cycle life.
5,7,19,20
  Additionally, the first-cycle irreversible capacity loss of alloy anodes is too 
high for practical applications. 
 
1.3 Silicon as Li-ion Anode 
Silicon, having the highest specific capacity known, has had the most attention as an 
alternative anode material for high-energy Li-ion batteries.  Si is abundant in the Earth’s crust 
and is relatively inexpensive due to its production and use in the semiconductor industry.  While 
exhibiting the advantages of semiconductor electrodes, Si also exemplifies the disadvantages.  Si 
has a strong affinity to form oxides, which then undergo a conversion reaction to form Si and Li 
oxide as shown in Equation 5.   
SiO2 + 4 Li → Si + Li2O     (5) 
The Li oxide formation is the cause of high first-cycle irreversible capacity loss.
21
  Silicon also 
undergoes a volumetric expansion close to 400% upon full theoretical lithiation, as compared to 
graphite, which only expands by 10%.
22,23
   
Many ways to mitigate the volumetric expansion and increase the cycle life of Si anodes 
have been researched.  Some attempts includes the use of carbon composites
24-33
, thin films
21,34-
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41
, nanowires
42-45
, nanotubes
46-48
, addition of  lithium inactive compounds
43,49-52
, addition of 
lithium active compounds
35,53,54
, slurry morphology and composition
55-60
, and substrate 
templating
61,62
.  Few of the studies examined the fundamental interactions of Li with Si to better 
understand the lithiation.  Instead the bulk of the research was intent on improving the cycle life 
without comprehension.   
The binary phase diagram of the Li-Si system exhibits four crystalline lithium silicides: 
Li12Si7, Li7Si3, Li13Si4, and Li21Si5.
63
  However, at room temperature Si does not form any of 
these crystalline phases upon electrochemical lithiation and instead undergoes a crystalline to 
amorphous phase transition.
64,65
  This results in the formation of amorphous lithium silicides 
through an electrochemically driven solid state amorphization process, as shown by Limthongkul 
et al.
64,65
  Obrovac and Dahn showed that the amorphous lithium silicide undergoes 
crystallization below 50 mV vs. Li to form a metastable Li15Si4 phase, which is the final 
composition at room temperature.
17
   
 
1.4 Germanium as Li-ion Anode 
 Germanium suffers from the same volumetric expansion, up to 370%, upon full 
theoretical lithiation that Si does.  However Ge also has several additional benefits over Si as an 
anode material.  Ge does not have a high affinity to form an oxide, which decreases the first-
cycle irreversible capacity loss from an oxide conversion reaction.  By far the highest benefit of 
Ge over Si is the disparity in the diffusivity of Li in these two materials, approximately 400 times 
higher in Ge than Si at room temperature.
66
  The high Li diffusion rates make Ge a likely 
candidate as a high-rate anode material for fast charging and discharging applications.   
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 Ge anodes have not been as extensively studied as Si, but a number of similar approaches 
have been investigated to improve the cycle life of Ge electrodes.  This includes nanoscale 
forms
67-73
, decreasing particle size
66
, increasing porosity
74,75
, and incorporating Ge into 
active/inactive matrixes
76-82
.  These attempts have resulted in similar performance enhancements 
as seen in Si.   
 Ge forms lithium germanides that are isostructural to the lithium silicides described 
above (Section 1.3).
17,83
   This includes formation of an amorphous lithium germanide phase 
upon electrochemical lithiation,
84
 and then the crystallization of a Li15Ge4 phase instead of 
forming the fully lithiated lithium germanide at deep discharge.
18
   
 
1.5 Semiconductor Studies 
 While there have been numerous attempts to improve the cycle life while utilizing a large 
portion of the capacity of both Si and Ge anodes, there have been relatively few attempts to 
understand their reactivity with Li at a fundamental level.  Most studies referenced above utilized 
ex situ techniques to characterize the electrochemically lithiated electrode.   
 It is the goal of this dissertation to identify the crystallographic and dopant effects of 
lithiation of semiconductor anodes for Li-ion batteries using in situ spectroscopy.  Using the 
results from these studies, an attempt at a more thorough understanding of the fundamental 
lithiation of semiconductors was undertaken to aid in the design and study of model 
microfabricated electrodes.   
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1.6 Figures 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 Comparison of different battery technologies in terms of volumetric and gravimetric 
energy density.
5
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Figure 1.2 Schematic illustration of a conventional working Li-ion cell.  During discharge the 
lithium ions diffuse from a lithiated graphite structure into a delithiated metal oxide structure 
with concomitant oxidation and reduction of the two electrodes, respectively.  During charging 
the reverse process occurs.
85
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Figure 1.3 Specific capacities and volumetric capacities for selected alloying elements.  Graphite 
is given as a reference.
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Chapter 2 
Experimental Procedures and Methods 
 
2.1 Electrode Preparation 
 All semiconductor electrodes studied were polished surfaces acquired from commercial 
sources.  All (100) and (111) Si wafers were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich.  The (110) Si wafers 
used in the crystallographic studies were acquired from Nova Electronics.  All Ge wafers were 
acquired from MTI Corporation.  Si wafers of n-type and p-type were doped with P and B 
respectively, whereas Ge wafers of n-type and p-type were Sb and Ga doped respectively.   
 The Si wafers were cleaned with Nanostrip (Cyantek) for 30-60 minutes before current 
collector deposition.  Ge wafers were cleaned with acetone and isopropanol before current 
collector deposition.  In order to optimize the electrical contact to the wafers a current collector 
was deposited on the backside.  The current collector was deposited using e-beam evaporation 
(Temescal) and consisted of 10 nm of Ti to act as an adhesion layer followed by a 100 nm Au 
layer. 
 For Raman experiments the semiconductor electrodes were cut into approximately 7-8 
mm squares using a diamond scribe. The squares were then adhered to a 10 mm outer diameter 
glass disc.  The glass discs were cut to a thickness of approximately 3-4 mm.  The electrodes 
were adhered to the glass disc using Torr-Seal epoxy. 
 Hydrogen termination of Si wafers was achieved by exposing the surface to 5% HF for 1 
minute and then rinsing with ultrapure H2O (Milli-Q) for 2 minutes.   
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2.2 Solution Preparation 
 Carbonate solvents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich in anhydrous form.  The 
carbonate solvents were dried by refluxing over CaH2 for several hours before distillation, either 
under vacuum (propylene carbonate and ethylene carbonate) or a N2 atmosphere (dimethyl 
carbonate).  No difference in electrochemistry or spectroscopy was observed, so further 
experiments used the carbonate chemicals as received.  The solvents were stored and mixed in an 
Ar filled glove box (Vacuum Atmospheres).   
 LiClO4 was purchased as battery grade and used as received.  LiPF6 (Strem Chemicals) 
was recrystallized due to impurities that caused optical interference.  The LiPF6 was 
recrystallized by dissolving the salt in dry acetonitrile and then adding dry ethyl ether to the flask 
under a N2 atmosphere using a Schlenk line.  The flask was sealed by a Kontes valve and placed 
in a freezer overnight.  The recrystallized LiPF6 was isolated by cannula filtering off the excess 
solvent while keeping the flask in an ethylene glycol, ethanol, and dry ice bath.  The bath 
prevented dissolution of the LiPF6 and precipitation in the cannula.  The recrystallized LiPF6 was 
vacuum dried overnight.  The recrystallized salt was then transferred to the glove box without 
exposure to air using the same flask. 
 Solvents and salts were weighed and mixed out in an Ar filled glove box.  Salt 
concentrations were 1 M and were typically made in volumes to support several weeks of 
experiments.  Solutions were either pure propylene carbonate (PC) or a 1:1 (by volume) mix of 
ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC). 
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2.3 Spectroscopy   
2.3.1 In situ Spectroelectrochemical Cell 
 All Raman spectroscopy experiments were performed using a custom in situ 
spectroelectrochemical cell designed and fabricated for air sensitive experiments. The original 
spectroelectrochemical cell design has been described in detail previously.
1
  The cell was 
modified for the use of lithium metal electrodes and air sensitive solvents by allowing the cell to 
be sealed.  The spectroelectrochemical cell is constructed of a Kel-F base into which a glass 
tapered joint is attached.  The Kel-F base has two tapped holes which accept the counter and 
reference electrodes.  The Kel-F side is sealed with an O-ring and a fused quartz optical window 
(Chemglass).  The tapered glass piece has a side arm with a greased stopcock to seal the 
atmosphere inside the cell.  The open glass side accepts the working electrode/sample plunger.  
The plunger is a hollow glass piece with a Teflon cap that is inserted into the base glass piece.  
The Teflon cap has an O-ring for the 10 mm diameter glass disc/sample.  A spring is soldered to 
a wire and fed through the hollow plunger to make backside contact to the current collector of 
the sample.  After Teflon tape is wrapped around the plunger/sample joint a Teflon sheath is 
placed over the sample to hold it in place and counteract the force from the spring.  The plunger 
slides through the entire length of the base piece so the sample is close to the optical window.   
 The plunger was assembled with the sample outside the glove box.  The plunger and base 
were kept separate while being cycled into the glove box.  After being cycled into the glove box 
(three 15 minute vacuum cycles) the cell was assembled with the lithium counter and reference 
electrodes.  The electrodes were attached to the Kel-F base using a Teflon male pipe adapter 
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(Cole-Parmer).  After the electrodes were inserted into the Kel-F base the optical window was 
attached to seal the base piece.  Afterwards the solution was added to the cell and then the 
plunger was inserted.  Once the cell was assembled the stopcock was sealed to maintain an Ar 
atmosphere in the cell during experiments.   
2.3.2 Gewirth Group’s Raman Setup 
  he Gewirth group’s Raman spectroscopy setup was used for all Raman experiments 
excluding stress measurements (Appendix B).  It consists of a HeNe laser (632.8 nm, Meredith 
Instruments) excitation source projected and focused onto the sample at 45°.  The scattered light 
was collected by a camera lens and further focused into the detector using a second lens.  An 
edge filter was placed near the slit entrance of the monochromator to exclude all Rayleigh 
radiation.  The monochromator used was a SpectraPro 2300i controlled by SpectraPro software 
with a 1200 grooves/mm grating that dispersed radiation onto a CCD detector (Andor) cooled to 
-60°C.   
 The system was calibrated by obtaining a spectrum from a neon spectral calibration lamp 
(Newport Calibration).  For this acquisition a neutral density filter was placed in front of the slits 
and the acquisition time was set to 0.0001 seconds.   
 For Si and Ge lithiation experiments the typical acquisition time was 10 seconds.  Spectra 
were continuously obtained during electrochemical cycling with an acquisition rate of one 
spectrum every 20 s.   
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2.4 Electrochemistry 
 Electrochemistry for all experiments was performed in a three electrode setup.  The 
counter and reference electrodes were lithium metal.  The Li was stored in an Ar filled glove 
box.  Prior to experiments the Li was cut to size and scraped to remove impurities in the system.  
A Cu wire was used to make electrical contact to the Li electrodes.  The Cu wire was pierced 
into the Li and then held in place using Torr-seal epoxy.  Electrochemical experiments were 
acquired using either a CHI 760-D or CHI 760-C electrochemical work station (CH Instruments).   
 Cyclic voltammetry was performed for all Si and Ge Raman experiments (excluding 
stress experiments in Appendix B) from 2 V to 0.01 V at a scan rate of 0.2 mV/s.  Galvanostatic 
charging of Ge microfabricated electrodes was performed in a two electrode setup with a Li 
counter/reference electrode.  The amount of current was calculated from the amount of material 
exposed and the practical specific capacity of the material.  The width of the trenches, the 
distance between trenches, and the depth of the trenches were determined from SEM while the 
electrochemically exposed area was determined by calipers.  
 
2.5 Microfabrication of Ge electrodes 
Microbar fabrication was a modification of a previous method.
2
 Before microfabrication 
the Ge wafers were rinsed with water, then isopropanol, and then dried at 110°C for 5 minutes.  
AZ 5214 (Clariant) photoresist was spun onto wafers at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds.  The wafer 
was baked at 110°C for 1 minute before UV exposure.  The photoresist was exposed using a Cr 
mask with the desired exposure pattern using a mask aligner.  The total exposure was typically 
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75 mJ/cm
2
.  The photoresist was developed in AZ 327MIF (Clariant) for 1.5 minutes and then 
dried with N2 gas.  Finally, the electrode was baked at 110°C for 7 minutes in order to provide a 
resilient mask to etching.   
Masked samples were then vertically etched anisotropically using the Bosch process by 
Inductively-Coupled-Plasma Reactive Ion Etching (ICPRIE) using a STS Mesc Multiplex 
Advanced Silicon Etcher.  Relatively smooth sidewalls were achieved by using 7 second etch 
steps and 5 second passivation steps.  After etching the samples were sonicated for 5 minutes in 
an acetone bath and then an isopropanol bath to remove residual photoresist.   
 
2.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
 SEM was performed using either a JEOL JSM-6060LV low vacuum scanning electron 
microscope or a Hitachi S-4700 high resolution SEM. Both instruments are housed in the CMM 
facilities at FS-MRL.   
 
2.7 Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) 
 SIMS measurements were performed on the Si and Ge n- and p-type doped wafers to 
measure the dopant depth profile.  SIMS studies for Si wafers were performed by Evans 
Analytical Group.  P doped wafers were analyzed with a 14.5 kV Cs
+
 primary ion beam whereas 
B doped wafers were analyzed using 3 kV O2
+
 primary ion beam.  SIMS studies for Ge wafers 
were performed using the Physical Electronics PHI Trift III in the FS-MRL facilities by Tim 
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Spila.  Surface profilometry was used to measure the crater depth of all electrodes after SIMS 
studies. 
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Chapter 3 
Crystallographic Anisotropy on Lithiation of Silicon Electrodes 
Partially reproduced with permission from Goldman J. L.; Long, B. R.; Gewirth, A. A.; Nuzzo, 
R. G. Adv. Funct. Mater. 2011, 21, 2412.  Copyright © 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 
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3.1 Introduction 
 Lithium-ion batteries are extensively utilized in technology, with notable growth coming 
from applications in portable electronics, medical devices, and hybrid/electric vehicles.
1-7
  
Improvements in lithium-ion battery technology— specifically in terms of energy density, 
operating multi-cycle lifetimes, and safety— are of particular interest for the roles they might 
play in providing storage capacity for intermittent renewable energy sources,
3,8-10
 system level 
components in a smart/modern electric grid,
11
 actuatable prosthetic limbs,
12,13
 batteries for fully 
electrical vehicles
14
, and microelectromechanical systems.
15
  Fundamental limitations inherent to 
materials currently used in lithium-ion batteries have notably impeded progress in achieving 
higher energy densities as well as limited the attainable charge-discharge cycles.  The emerging 
consensus in the field suggests that the basic mechanism of energy storage in the current 
commercial lithium-ion batteries, an electrochemical reaction of lithium ions with a carbon-
based anode and LiCoO2 cathode, likely needs to be modified in order to achieve significantly 
higher energy storage densities.
16
  It is largely for this reason that silicon, a material that has an 
energy storage capacity of 4200 mAhg
-1
 
17,18
 or approximately ten times greater than carbon, has 
attracted considerable attention as an anode material in lithium-ion battery research.
19,20
  Poor 
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capacity retention with cycling, a result of a nearly 400% volumetric expansion during operation, 
has prevented the adoption of silicon anodes. 
Research on improving the capacity retention of silicon anodes on cycling has focused 
recently on the properties of anodes of silicon intermetallics/composites
21
  as well as various 
forms of micro/nanostructured silicon.
22,23
  Anodes of silicon in composite matrices that 
experience less volumetric expansion during charging, for example, demonstrated increases in 
the number of attainable charge-discharge cycles.
21
  During charging, the non-silicon additives 
helped to mediate the expansion as well as maintain electrical contact between silicon particles.  
Silicon also has been combined with conductive binders as well as metals that include: (a) 
lithium active Ag, Sb, Al, Sn, C, and Mg; and (b) lithium inactive Fe, Co, Cu, and Ni.
21
  These 
more complex anode compositions have provided some improvements in performance.  A recent 
approach suspended the silicon anode material in an elastic matrix.  Anodes fabricated by this 
method in one report achieved twice the capacity of carbon anodes over hundreds of cycles and 
in another report achieved four times the capacity of carbon anodes over 50 cycles.
21
  Despite 
these promising results, none of these systems has approached the theoretical capacity of silicon 
without significant capacity fading upon cycling. 
It has recently been shown that the modification of the mesoscopic architecture of a 
silicon anode can increase the number of achievable charge-discharge cycles.
21
  The properties of 
thin film silicon anodes fabricated using chemical vapor deposition, thermal vapor deposition, 
sputtering, and milling illustrate this effect;
21,22,24-26
 at film thicknesses of less than one micron, 
the anodes sustain capacities near the theoretical limit for silicon for hundreds of cycles.  
Reducing the anode feature sizes to the micron scale was also found to enhance lithiation 
kinetics by decreasing the diffusion lengths for lithium ions.
23
  Thin anodes are also compliant 
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with significant amounts of mechanical flexure,
27
 but also as a consequence limit the total 
amount of energy that can be stored.   
The latter limitation is one that recent work suggests can be addressed via the use of 3D 
silicon microstructures for lithium-ion battery anodes.
28-30
  For example, thin film silicon anodes 
with increased total active material can be fabricated by low pressure chemical vapor deposition 
of  a 50nm thin silicon film on a mandrel comprised of arrays of high aspect ratio trenches.
31
  A 
recently reported 3D architecture consisted of silicon nanowires (NW) grown on a steel substrate 
by a vapor-liquid-solid process using a gold catalyst.
17,32-35
  Another recent study utilized hollow 
silicon nanotubes (NT) to demonstrate that the  number of attainable cycles can be increased by 
designing structures that experience less stress upon lithium intercalation.
18
  These 
nanostructures were fabricated by chemical vapor deposition of silicon on a sacrificial ZnO 
nanowire (NW) template, followed by subsequent removal of the oxide template.  Modeling of 
the theoretical stresses on both the hollow Si NTs and Si NWs demonstrated that the higher free 
surface area of the NTs results in lower stresses during lithium intercalation.  This reduction in 
stress enabled the NTs to sustain a higher performance over more charge-discharge cycles as 
compared to the Si NWs.  Even so, the silicon NTs still experienced appreciable capacity losses 
with cycling.  The high cost of silicon NW/NT, their susceptibility to failure at the substrate, as 
well as the risk of broken NW/NT shorting the battery remain a serious concerns for this class of 
material.  
The current work addresses the significant anisotropies that characterize the charging 
/discharging strain evolution that occurs in this system and highlight strategies that can provide 
mechanisms through which to control its attributes.  Toward this end, we characterize the 
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crystallographic anisotropy of the lithium intercalation using in situ Raman spectroscopy and 
model microstructured Si electrodes.   
 
3.2 Experimental  
3.2.1 Sample Fabrication 
Arrays of structures were fabricated using (111) n-type single-crystalline silicon wafers 
(Virginia Semiconductor) with a resistivity of 0.1-1ohm-cm.  Intrinsic (100) and (111) silicon 
wafers (Sigma Aldrich) and (110) wafers (Nova Electronics) with a resistivity of 5,000-10,000 
ohm-cm were used for the Raman characterization.  Before photolithography samples were 
cleaned with Nanostrip (Cyantek).  Az 5214 (Clariant) was spun onto wafers, exposed, 
developed in Az 327MIF (Clariant) and postbaked at 110°C for 7 minute in order to provide a 
resilient mask to etching.  Masked samples then underwent anisotropic vertical etching using the 
Bosch process by Inductively-Coupled-Plasma Reactive Ion Etching (ICPRIE) using a STS 
Mesc Multiplex Advanced Silicon Etcher.  26 second etch steps and 10 second passivation steps 
resulted in sidewalls with deeper, longer waves while relatively smooth sidewalls were achieved 
through 7 second etch steps and 5 second passivation steps.   In order to clean the samples after 
ICPRIE the samples were sonicated in acetone for 10 minutes and then IPA for 10 minutes 
before using RCA1 (1:1:5 H2O2:NH4OH:H20) at 100°F to remove the fluorinated polymer.  In 
order to create an electrical contact and current collector all samples had Ti (15 nm) and Au (100 
nm) deposited on the backside as a current collector by electron-beam evaporation.  The titanium 
acts as an adhesion layer for the electrically conducting gold layer.  All but the active area and 
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top electrical contact were covered in epoxy (Devcon) in order to control the amount of silicon 
exposed to the electrolyte.   
3.2.2 Characterization 
 Samples were imaged using two scanning electron microscopes (JEOL JSM-6060LV 
Low Vacuum Scanning Electron Microscope and Hitachi S-4800 High Resolution SEM).  For 
each sample a small section of the wafer was broken off and investigated under cross-sectional 
SEM to determine the surface area of that particular sample before galvanostatic 
charge/discharge cycling. Imaging each sample eliminated the possibility of small variations in 
the fabrication process causing error in the current density calculations.  These cross-sectional 
images in conjunction with top-down images by camera were used to determine the total active 
surface area of the sample.  Each sample was charged, washed in diethyl carbonate, and then 
immediately taken to the SEM.  Raman experiments were carried out using instrumentation 
previously described.
36
  An in-situ spectroelectrochemical cell was used to acquire Raman 
spectra while potentiostatically cycling the silicon.  The spectroelectrochemical cell was 
assembled and sealed in an argon filled glove box (Vacuum Atmospheres).  A HeNe laser (632.8 
nm) was used as the excitation source.  Electrochemistry during Raman experiments was 
conducted using a CHI760D in a three electrode configuration with a lithium ribbon counter 
electrode and reference electrode.  Spectra were continuously obtained with an acquisition rate of 
0.05 spectra per second, during a scan rate of 200 μVs-1 so that acquisition times were 10 
seconds.  Peak heights were determined using peak analysis software (OriginPro 8.1). 
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3.2.3 Galvanostatic Experiments 
 All electrochemical experiments were conducted in an argon filled glove box (Innovation 
Technologies) that was kept at <10 ppm oxygen.  Galvanostatic experiments were conducted 
using a galvanostat (CHI660D) in a three electrode cell with a lithium foil counter electrode and 
reference electrode and were run from 2 V to .01 V (vs. Li/Li
+
).  The lithium foils (Alfa Aesar) 
were cleaned under argon by washing with pentane and then diethylcarbonate (Sigma Aldrich) in 
order to minimize the addition of impurities into the system.  The electrolyte was prepared under 
argon and consisted of 1.3 M LiPF6 (Strem Chemicals) in 1:1 (w/w) DEC:EC (Sigma Aldrich).  
Raman experiments were carried out using 1 M LiClO4 (Sigma Aldrich) in propylene carbonate 
(Sigma Aldrich) to avoid interference from vibrational modes from the solution near the silicon 
phonon mode (520 cm
-1
).  Glassware used in the experiment was cleaned with NOCHROMIX 
(Godax laboratories, Inc.), washed, and dried in an oven to remove moisture. 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Raman and Electrochemical Measurements 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 provides insight into the anisotropy of the electrochemically-driven 
diffusion of Li into {100}, {110}, and {111} crystal planes.  These measurements were made 
using in-situ Raman spectroscopy in conjunction with single-crystalline silicon wafer substrates 
with different crystallographic orientations.  It has previously been demonstrated that the 
transition from crystalline silicon to a possibly amorphous lithium-silicide phase can be 
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monitored during lithiation through the intensity of the T2g first order optical phonon mode 
located at 520 cm
-1
.
37
  The potential dependent decay of this phonon mode intensity directly 
tracks the progressive transition of crystalline silicon to the amorphous silicide on Li
+
 insertion.
38
  
For excitation at the wavelength used in these experiments (632.8 nm), the relatively lightly 
doped wafers have an optical penetration depth on the order of ~3 µm.
39
   Figure 3.1 shows the 
intensity of the crystalline phonon mode during the cathodic scan of a cyclic voltammogram as a 
function of the potential.  The onset potential for lithium insertion is modestly responsive to the 
doping levels and type of the wafer used.  In the present case, we used undoped commercial 
(111) and (100) wafers and a low-doped N type (110) wafer (the only commercial grade 
available) to carry out these measurements.  To account for the small shifts in the lithium 
insertion potentials this elicits, the potential scale for each graph in Figure 3.1 is standardized to 
the onset of the phonon decay (as denoted by a solid line) and plotted as a potential difference in 
order to illustrate the differences in the electrochemically driven decay profiles of the phonon 
mode intensity for each of the different crystal types.  Interestingly for constant potential sweep 
velocities of 200 µVsec
-1
, the decay of the phonon mode intensity for the (110) oriented sample 
occurred at the fastest rate as illustrated by the data given in Figure 3.1a.  The decay of the 
phonon mode intensity for the (100) sample orientation is also relatively fast (Figure 3.1b), but 
somewhat slower than found for the (110) orientation.  The decay profile of the phonon mode 
intensity for the (111) sample orientation is markedly slower than for either of the other two low 
index orientations (Figure 3.1c).  These trends strongly suggest that lithium inserts into and 
disrupts the crystallinity of both the {100} and {110} planes more easily than the {111} planes.   
This anisotropy is corroborated by the cyclic voltammetry of the previously described 
samples under in-situ Raman spectroscopy (Figure 3.2).  The voltammograms for the different 
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silicon crystal planes show markedly different current densities and amounts of lithium 
intercalation during electrochemical lithium insertion.  In Figure 3.2 the potential is swept more 
negatively until there is sufficient driving force to lithiated the crystalline Si.  This is evidenced 
in the voltammograms by the sharp onset of reductive current.  The relative magnitude of 
charged transfer to the samples with different crystallographic orientation was (111) < (100) < 
(110).  The total charge transferred into the (111) oriented sample was an order of magnitude less 
(.98 x 10
-3
 C) than the charge transferred into the (110) oriented sample (20.0 x 10
-3
 C).  3.83 x 
10
-3
 C were transferred into the (100) sample.   
3.3.2 Microfabricated Electrodes 
The data presented above in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 demonstrate that the lithiation of the 
silicon lattice that occurs is strongly anisotropic, evolving in a manner that is dependent on the 
specific crystallographic planes that are exposed to the electrolyte.  It is interesting to note that 
crystallographic anisotropies are well established in the wet etching chemistries of silicon.
40-44
  
For example, it is well known that the wet etching of silicon in KOH solutions proceeds much 
more rapidly along the <110> direction, with a rate that is significantly faster (~10
3
-10
4
x) than 
that along the <111> direction.
40-44
  The previous data showed that an anisotropy exists in the 
diffusion rates of lithium in single-crystalline silicon, one that is approximately an order of 
magnitude larger for lithium motion along the <110> direction.  This crystallographic anisotropy 
of the lithium intercalation process is demonstrated by the data given in Figure 3.3, which 
examines the strain evolution in microbar structures fabricated with comparable dimensions on 
samples exposing both {111} and {110} planes to the electrolyte.  As is clearly seen in Figure 
3.3, the lattice expansion that follows from lithium insertion occurs preferentially in the <110> 
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direction.  On a (111) wafer, the bar structures were patterned perpendicular to the (111) crystal 
plane, such that sidewalls of {110} planes were exposed after anisotropic vertical etching (Figure 
3.3a).
40,43,45,46
  During the galvanostatic charging of the silicon, volumetric expansion 
predominately occurred laterally between the structures along the <110> direction (Figure 3.3a).  
Using a (110) wafer with lines patterned perpendicular to the (110) crystal plane, the same 
anisotropic etching (with proper in-plane alignment) exposed sidewalls of {111} planes (Figure 
3.3b).
43
  Galvanostatic charging in this case led to volumetric expansion again along the <110> 
direction, resulting in a marked vertical extension of the bars.  Exploiting this crystallographic 
anisotropy of the strain developed upon lithium intercalation enables a means to control both the 
direction and degree of the volumetric expansion.  This prospect is in fact demonstrated in the 
bottom left panel of Figure 3.3a, where a bar microstructure properly aligned and fabricated on a 
(111) wafer reaches a self-limiting volumetric expansion in the <110> direction that limits 
further lithium intercalation (Figure 3.3a).  The specific example shown in Figure 3.3a suggests 
that the galvanic charging capacities of single-crystalline silicon microstructures can be 
manipulated, via the agency of the strain anisotropy, by mass transfer limitations.  In the system 
shown, the expansion occurring along the <110> direction eventually leads to contacts that pinch 
off the trenches.  In this way electrolyte access is impeded and the charging rate drops markedly 
as a result.  This implicitly suggests that other design rules would evolve differently and for this 
reason would lead to different outcomes/limits on capacity.  
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3.4 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have shown the effects of crystallographic planes on the lithiation of 
crystalline Si.  For the first time experimentally the lithiation of crystalline Si is shown to be 
highly anisotropic.  From in situ Raman spectroscopy we are able to see the differences in Li 
insertion from the decay of the crystalline phonon mode.  The (111) face requires the most 
driving force to fully lithiate the probe volume of the Raman.  From electrochemistry, we found 
the same anisotropy of lithiation with (111) being the least lithiated and (110) being the most.  
Model microbars of crystalline Si are fabricated to show the differences in volume expansion and 
verify the anisotropic findings from Raman and electrochemistry.  Expansion occurs in the 
<110> with no expansion seen in the <111>.  The substantial volumetric expansion differences 
between crystallographic planes can be used to fabricate structures which self-limit.  The lessons 
developed in this work are ones that we hope to apply in future work that seeks to optimize 
crystalline anode materials with design rules.   
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3.5 Figures 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Plots of c-Si phonon mode peak height vs. potential measured by in-situ Raman 
spectroscopy during electrochemical insertion of lithium ions (cyclic voltammetry at 200 µVsec
-1
 
shown in Figure 3.2) for a) (110), b) (100), and c) (111) single-crystalline silicon wafers.  Each 
plot is standardized to the onset of phonon decay (solid line).  The dashed lines indicate the 
complete disruption of the crystalline phonon mode.  The decay of the phonon mode for (111) 
crystal plane was significantly slower than the decay of the phonon mode for (110) crystal plane.   
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Figure 3.2 Cyclic voltammograms of a) (110), b) (100), and c) (111) single-crystalline silicon 
wafers at a scan rate of 200 μVs-1. Charge transfer was most observed in the (110) oriented 
samples (20.0 x 10
-3
 C), followed by the (100) oriented sample (3.83 x 10
-3
 C), and least in the 
(111) sample, 0.98 x 10
-3
 C. 
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Figure 3.3 a) Cross-sectional SEM image of a (111) single-crystalline silicon wafer with {110} 
(red) and {111} (blue) crystal planes exposed to the electrolyte before and after galvanostatic 
charging.  Galvanostatic charging at 289 µAcm
-2
 for 10 hours caused lateral expansion of the 
initial silicon structure in the <110> direction.  Expansion of the structures in the <111> 
direction was negligible. b) (110) single-crystalline silicon wafer with {110} and {111} crystal 
planes exposed to the electrolyte before and after galvanostatic charging.  Galvanostatic charging 
at 334 µAcm
-2
 for 10 hours caused significant vertical expansion of the structures in the <110> 
direction but minimal lateral expansion in the <111> direction.  
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Chapter 4 
Dopant Modulated Lithium Insertion in Silicon for Battery Anodes: Theory and 
Experiment 
 
Reproduced with permission from Long, B. R.; Chan, M. K. Y.; Greeley, J. P.; Gewirth, A. A. J. 
Phys. Chem. C, 2011, 116 (8), 5128-5140. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. 
Computational work was performed by Maria K.Y. Chan. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Lithium-ion batteries are energy storage devices for portable electronics and are also of 
interest for more demanding applications, such as transportation.  Present day Li-ion batteries 
feature a transition metal oxide cathode such as LiCoO2, LiMn2O4, or LiFePO4 and a graphitic 
carbon anode.
1,2
  These anode and cathode materials have Li capacities that are much less than 
desired.  On the anode side, the graphitic anode presently utilized exhibits a low theoretical 
specific capacity of 372 mAhg
-1
.
3
  Other anode materials have much greater capacities.
4
 Among 
these, Si is of intense interest due to its 4,200 mAhg
-1 
theoretical specific capacity in its fully 
lithiated composition — over an order of magnitude greater than graphitic carbon.5  
Currently the extreme volumetric expansion of Si during lithiation limits its practical use 
owing to the large mechanical strain encountered, which leads to pulverization and loss of active 
material.
6
  Several different methods have been researched to improve the cyclability of silicon, 
such as limiting the voltage range
7
, making thin film electrodes
8-11
, alloying
12-15
, and creating 
composites with carbon
16-20
.  Limthongkul et al. first reported that crystalline Si undergoes solid-
state amorphization upon reaction with Li.
21
 Obrovac and Christensen confirmed this 
amorphization and showed via ex situ XRD that the Li15Si4 phase crystallizes below 50 mV.
22
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Raman spectroscopy showed the transition from crystalline to amorphous Si in a carbon 
composite by monitoring the 520 cm
-1
 c-Si phonon mode.
23
  Recently we used Raman 
spectroscopy to show that Li inserts anisotropically into single crystalline Si.
24
  
Work to date on the lithium insertion into, and accompanying amorphization, of 
crystalline Si has primarily dealt with undoped Si. First principles computational studies have 
been carried out on bulk crystalline Si showing that interstitial sites are the most favorable for 
single Li insertion into the crystalline Si lattice.
25
  While a few studies exist on the lithiation of 
doped Si, these involved amorphous Si
26
 or polycrystalline Si-graphite mixtures
27,28
, in which the 
effects of dopants apart from electrical conductivity enhancement may be obscured. Dopants 
have been shown to change the properties of Si in processes such as electrochemical etching.
29
  
A first principles study suggests that dopants can have an effect on the binding energy of Li with 
Si.
30
  First principle studies on Si nanowires show non-trivial effects of surface passivating 
species such as H and halogens on Li binding energies.
31
  However, the fundamental effects of 
dopants on Li insertion into crystalline Si remain unclear, particularly with regard to anisotropy 
and energetics.  The work in this paper is aimed at developing a better fundamental 
understanding of the role of dopants on the lithiation of crystalline silicon electrodes.  We 
present in situ Raman spectroscopy experiments and density functional theory (DFT) 
calculations of the effects of dopants on the lithiation of Si. We show that addition of dopants to 
Si strongly influences the energetics and kinetics of Li insertion.   
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4.2 Experimental and computational details 
LiClO4 (battery grade, Aldrich) was used as received.  Propylene carbonate (99%, 
Aldrich) was dried over CaH2 under N2 and then distilled under vacuum before being stored in 
an Ar-filled glovebox (Vacuum Atmospheres) with less than 10 ppm O2 content.  All 
experiments were performed using a 1 M LiClO4 in PC solution.  Si wafers (Aldrich) were 
cleaned with Nanostrip (Cyantek) before deposition of a backside current collector.  The current 
collector consisted of a 15 nm Ti adhesion layer and then a 100 nm Au layer deposited by using 
electron-beam evaporation (Temescal E-Beam Evaporation Systems).  Wafers of n-type Si were 
P doped and p-type Si wafers were B doped. Four point probe measurements (Lucas Lab Pro 4) 
showed that the bulk dopant density was ca. 10
15
 cm
-3
 for all of the doped Si samples.   For 
samples with oxide removal the wafers were dipped for 1 minute in 5% HF then rinsed with 
ultrapure water (Millipore Inc., 18.2 Ω cm) for 2 minutes.   
The spectroelectrochemical cell used in this work was a slightly altered version of that 
previously described
32
, modified for air sensitive work by sealing in a glovebox.  
Electrochemical measurements were conducted on the sealed spectroelectrochemical cell using a 
CHI 760D potentiostat (CH Instruments) in a three electrode configuration.  Li ribbons (Aldrich) 
were used as the counter and reference electrodes.  The Li ribbons were cut and scraped under 
argon in order to minimize the addition of impurities in the system.  Cyclic voltammetry was 
performed from 2 - 0.01 V at a scan rate of 200 μVs-1.  All voltages are reported vs. the Li/Li+ 
redox couple. 
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Raman measurements were carried out using instrumentation previously described.
33
  
Briefly, a HeNe laser (632.8 nm) was used as the excitation source and was incident upon the 
sample at an angle of 45°, and the scattered radiation was detected using a cooled CCD (Andor).  
Spectra were continuously obtained with an acquisition rate of one spectrum every 20 s, during 
electrochemical cycling.  Acquisition times were 10 seconds.  Peak heights were determined 
using peak analysis software (OriginPro 8.1).   
Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) measurements were performed by Evans 
Analytical Group.  P doped wafers were analyzed with a 14.5 kV Cs
+
 primary ion beam whereas 
B doped wafers were analyzed using 3 kV O2
+
 primary ion beam. 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed using the plane wave code 
VASP
34
, with supplied Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) potentials
35
 for core electrons. We 
used the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew-Becke-Ernzerhof
36
 (PBE) for the 
exchange-correlation functional. We used kinetic energy cutoffs of 340 – 400 eV for the plane 
wave basis set, and -centered grids of at least 30000 Å3/V k-points, where V is the volume of 
the computational cell. 
Bulk Si was modeled with computational cells of 8 to 1000 Si atoms. Boron and 
phosphorus doping was represented by one dopant atom in a substitutional site, while electron 
and hole doping is performed by explicitly increasing and decreasing the number of electrons by 
one, respectively. Both Si (100) and (111) surfaces were modeled with 21 (two atoms per layer, 
used for Li insertion studies) and 22 (four atoms per layer, used for dopant segregation studies) 
surface slabs of thickness 18Å, with periodic boundary conditions and a vacuum layer of 18-20Å 
separating periodic images. Dopant (B and P) and Li atoms were inserted from the top surface, 
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while the bottom surface was terminated by hydrogen atoms. To simulate the surface of a bulk 
crystalline solid, Si atoms in the bottom two layers, as well as terminating hydrogen atoms, were 
fixed at the ideal diamond lattice positions for the calculated equilibrium lattice parameter of 
5.465Å. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Raman and Electrochemical Measurements 
 Figure 4.1a shows a representative Raman spectrum obtained using the in situ 
spectroelectrochemical cell.  The spectrum exhibits a number of modes which match well with 
those of lithium perchlorate and propylene carbonate, as previously described.
37
  The 520 cm
-1
 
peak is associated with the TO single phonon mode which is indicative of crystalline silicon.
38
  
Based on the incident wavelength and absorption coefficient of silicon the optical penetration 
depth is estimated to be around 3.5 μm.  Figure 4.1b shows the change in the 520 cm-1 phonon 
mode region for a Si(100) p-type sample under potential control in the spectroelectrochemical 
cell.  The figure shows the spectra obtained from 0.8 V to 0.03 V during the potentiostatic scan.  
The decrease in the phonon mode intensity is indicative of the transition from crystalline silicon 
to amorphous silicon associated with Li ion/electron pair insertion according to the chemical 
reaction in equation 1.
7
 
c-Si + x(Li
+
+e
-)→ a-LixSi    (1) 
Figure 4.2 shows the results of in situ cyclic voltammetry and Raman of n-type and p-
type Si(100).  Figures 4.2a and 4.2b show the cyclic voltammograms of Si(100) n-type and p-
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type, respectively.  On the cathodic scan of the n-type Si(100), little current is seen until 0.09 V, 
after which there is a sharp increase in current density associated with the formation of the Li-Si 
intermetallic.  The steady increase in current density until the switching potential of 0.01 V, and 
the presence of two anodic features at 0.3 and 0.5 V, indicate the alloying and dealloying of 
highly lithiated silicides.   
The cathodic scan of p-type Si(100) seen in Figure 4.2b shows an earlier reductive onset 
at 0.68 V.  There is also a factor of 10 smaller current density than in the n-type sample.  
Integration of the voltammogram shows a factor of 1.5 more charge being passed on the cathodic 
sweep for the n-type sample compared to the p-type sample. 
Figures 4.2c and 4.2d show the Raman results of Si(100) n-type and p-type, respectively, 
during the first cathodic sweep of the CVs.  The peak height of the 520 cm
-1
 phonon mode is 
plotted as a function of potential.  The n-type Si(100) shows an onset potential of the phonon 
decay at 0.09 V whereas the p-type Si(100) shows an onset potential of phonon decay at 0.68 V.  
Both onset potentials correlate with the onset of a sharp increase in reductive current in the 
voltammetry due to the insertion of Li.  The lower onset potential indicates a smaller 
thermodynamic driving force for lithiation.  The complete decay profile cannot be seen for the n-
type wafer because of the low onset potential and the switching potential at 0.01 V; therefore, 
rates of decay cannot be compared.   
The effect of dopant type on the onset potential of phonon decay for the (100) face is 
compared to the (111) face in Figure 4.3, while the corresponding Raman intensity decay plots 
and voltammograms for the (111) face are given in Figure 4.4.  The same trend of high onset 
potentials for p-type wafers and low onset potentials for n-type wafers can also be seen for the 
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(111) sample.  The n-type (111) surface has an onset potential at 0.08 V whereas that for the p-
type (111) surface is 0.62 V.  Figure 4.3 also shows there is an anisotropic component in the 
onset potentials, as seen by lower potentials for comparable wafers in the (111) face as compared 
to the (100) face, but this effect is small compared to the magnitude of the effect due to the 
addition of dopants.  
To test if this dopant effect is affected by surface coverage, the native oxide coating was 
removed, and H-terminated surfaces were prepared.  The trend in onset potentials seen in Figure 
4.3 was unchanged with the use of H-terminated surfaces, although the onset potentials for the 
undoped samples were 65 mV lower.  This indicates modestly less favorable lithiation 
thermodynamics with the addition of a H-terminated surface. 
In order to evaluate dopant distribution the doped Si materials we performed SIMS 
measurements (Figure 4.5) on the n- and p-type samples.  The SIMS data shows that the P and B 
are both strongly surface segregated with the concentration of B up to 10
19
 cm
-3
 and the 
concentration of P at 2 x 10
17
 cm
-3
 near the surface.  Both dopants reach the bulk concentration 
of 10
15
 cm
-3
 by a depth of 500 Å. 
4.3.2 Computational Results 
Our experimental results show the considerable influence of dopant type on Li 
intermetallic formation in Si. Differences in cyclic voltammograms reveal corresponding dopant-
related differences in the thermodynamics of the Li-Si reaction, while differences in current 
densities and total lithiation amounts can originate from thermodynamic and/or kinetic factors. 
That the dopant effects are significant, despite low overall dopant densities, points to the 
possibility of surface dopant segregation. Finally, the dopant effects appear to be much more 
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quantitatively significant than do changes in surface orientation. In this section, we probe these 
issues at an atomistic level using the results of first principles DFT calculations. 
4.3.3 Surface Segregation of B and P Dopants 
The fact that dopants have a strong influence on the lithiation voltages of Si (100) and 
(111) surfaces, in spite of the low bulk dopant densities in the samples, implies that significant 
segregation of these dopants to the surfaces may occur.  To investigate the extent of dopant 
surface segregation, we calculated the total-energies of B and P dopants in substitutional sites in 
the Si (100) and (111) 22 surface models as a function of dopant depth from the surface. The 
energy difference between a dopant atom in the surface model and in the bulk is defined as the 
segregation energy. The depth-dependent segregation energies for B and P in Si (100) and (111) 
structures are shown in Figure 4.6. We find that there is a strong thermodynamic driving force 
for segregation of both B and P dopants to the (100) and (111) surfaces, with segregation 
energies in the range of 0.4 - 1.2 eV. While phosphorous strongly segregates to the top-most 
layer, boron segregates to the top few layers. The stronger segregation of P than B atoms is 
partly due to the opportunity to accommodate the extra electron in P in lower-energy surface 
states, rather than in conduction band states, as an inspection of the dopant charge density 
distribution reveals (Figure 4.7). The range of calculated dopant segregation energies, and the 
comparison between B and P, is consistent with previous experimental
39,40
 and computational
41
 
reports. 
Because of the large segregation energy, we expect a high concentration of dopant atoms 
near the surface despite the low overall doping density of 10
15
 cm
-3
 in our samples.  The precise 
dopant segregation profiles, however, depend on the temperature profiles during wafer 
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processing. As a limiting case, we use a single monolayer (ML) of dopants on the 21 Si (100) 
and (111) surfaces. We found that the lowest energy configurations for 1 ML of P consist of P 
atoms in the top-most layer, while those for B consist of 0.5 ML of B atoms in each of the top-
most and second layers. These configurations are shown in Figure 4.8.  In Si (100), these lowest-
energy configurations preserve the dimer reconstruction, with a symmetric dimer on the P-doped 
surface and a buckled dimer on the B-doped surface. The B atom is three-fold coordinated with 
Si atoms, whereas the P atom is coordinated with two Si atoms and one P atom. Previous 
computational studies on Si(100) have also found the same configuration for P at 1ML
42
 and 
three-fold coordination for single B in subsurface sites.
41
  Further, a LEED and AES study found 
that the 21 reconstruction is preserved for P on Si(100).43  On Si(111), we find that the 21 
reconstruction is lifted by both types of dopants, and both B and P atoms are three-fold 
coordinated with Si, consistent with an STM study of P on Si(111) which has also found three-
fold coordinated P.
44
 
4.3.4 Effects of Surface-segregated Dopants on Initial Li Insertion 
The effects of segregated dopants on Li insertion are investigated using the surface 
models in Figure 4.8. A single Li atom is inserted into different surface and subsurface 
interstitial sites, the total energies computed, and the optimal sites identified for each layer. The 
Li insertion energy, referenced to bulk Li, is calculated as: 
Einsertion = E(Li + Si + Dopants)  E(Si + Dopants)  E(Li metal)                     (2) 
The dilute Li insertion energy as a function of Li depth is shown in Figure 4.9 for both doped and 
undoped surfaces, for both Si (100) and (111), and for both H-passivated and clean Si (100) 
surfaces. Surface lithiation (depth<0) on both B and P doped surfaces is energetically favorable 
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(Einsertion<0), whereas subsurface lithiation (depth>0) is favorable only on B-doped surfaces. This 
qualitative feature is maintained for both surface orientations, and for Si (100) with and without 
hydrogen passivation, although the surface lithiation energies vary. We also find that the 
undoped, H-passivated (100) surface has similar Li insertion energies to the P-doped surface, 
while the undoped unpassivated (100) surface is similar to the B-doped surface.  
Since the measured electrochemical potential against Li is given by the negative of the 
reaction energy
45
, we can relate Einsertion to the onset lithiation voltages. A positive Einsertion 
indicates a reaction that is not thermodynamically possible at a positive voltage. In such a case, 
e.g. for subsurface lithiation of P-doped surfaces, dilute Li insertion into the subsurface is not 
possible, but higher Li-content silicides may be formed. In contrast, initial Li insertion into the 
subsurface layers of B-doped surfaces occurs at 0.5-1 V. Therefore, the results in Figure 4.9 
provide a plausible explanation for the observation that lithium insertion into a B-doped (p-type) 
surface occurs at a higher voltage than into the corresponding P-doped (n-type) surface.  
From the above DFT total-energy calculations for surfaces, we have established that both 
types of dopants strongly segregate to the surfaces of the samples and that initial Li insertion into 
subsurface sites is favorable for B-doped samples but unfavorable for P-doped samples. These 
results are consistent with higher initial insertion voltages found for the p-type samples in the 
cyclic voltammetry data. We find no significant difference between the two surface orientations, 
which is again consistent with electrochemistry and Raman spectroscopy results. Below, we 
further probe the electronic origins of these effects.  
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4.3.5 Electronic Effects 
To further understand the origin of dopant-induced differences in onset voltages, and to 
separate the effects originating from surface electronic states from those associated with dopants 
that are segregated to the surfaces, we consider bulk models of doped silicon. We carry out 
calculations of insertion of a single Li atom in bulk Si cells of 8 to 1000 atoms. In addition to 
undoped, B-doped and P-doped Si, we also study systems doped with an explicit electron or 
hole, but without dopant atoms. This allows for the further separation of atomic and electronic 
effects.  
With a single dopant atom/charge per 8- to 1000-atom cell, doping densities of ~41019-
21021 cm-3 are achieved. These doping densities are consistent with those found in the surfaces 
of our experimentally-studied samples. For example, a doping density of 10
20
 cm
-3
 could be 
obtained from a segregation energy of 0.7 eV and a bulk dopant density of 10
14
 cm
-3
 in 
equilibrium at 300C. Experimentally, scanning Kelvin probe microscopy46,47 studies, have also 
found surface dopant concentrations approaching 10
20
 cm
-3
 compared to bulk densities less than 
10
15
 cm
-3
 and 10
16
 cm
-3
, for P and B doped samples, respectively.   From the SIMS 
measurements discussed earlier we find dopant segregation near the surface for both dopants 
which agrees with the models studied. We note that surface segregation of dopants is important 
for the observed effects since the binding energies and effective Bohr radii of B and P dopants in 
Si are 45 meV and 50Å respectively. 
The insertion energies of Li into bulk Si with various doping conditions are calculated 
from equation 2 and are shown in Figure 4.10. We find that the B-doped and hole-doped systems 
are very similar, and the P-doped and electron-doped systems are virtually identical, which 
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indicates that the electronic effects dominate in the initial Li insertion energy. In both the B- and 
hole-doped cases, Einsertion is negative, whereas in both P-and electron-doped cases, Einsertion is 
positive.  
We can understand this effect by considering the accompanying electron which must be 
accommodated by an unoccupied state in the host band structure when a Li
+
 is inserted. For the 
P/electron-doped system, the electron must occupy a conduction band state, whereas for B/hole-
doped system, valence band states are available which are lower in energy by approximately the 
band gap. The higher the doping density, the further the Fermi level is lowered/raised, and the 
larger the difference in energies between B/hole- and P/electron-doping, which explains the 
dopant-density dependence in Figure 4.10. Further, the predicted voltage for initial insertion of 
Li in the B-doped sample, at approximately 0.5 V for a dopant concentration of 10
19
-10
20
 cm
-3
, is 
generally consistent with our measured onset voltages for the p-type samples, which have similar 
dopant densities in the near-surface region due to dopant segregation. We believe that such hole-
doping-enhanced initial Li insertion is the origin of the feature on the cathodic scan in the CV 
curve of the p-type sample in Figure 4.2b.  
We note that undoped Si behaves very similarly to the P/electron-doped samples because 
the DFT calculations are carried out for the perfect Si crystal at 0K such that all valence band 
states are occupied and the Fermi level is positioned at the valence band maximum. The 
concentrations and charge states of intrinsic defects and other impurities would determine the 
actual Fermi level in undoped Si.
48
 Together with finite temperature effects, the undoped sample 
would likely deviate somewhat from the P-doped sample, and we see in Figure 4.3 that, 
experimentally, there are small differences between the initial lithiation voltages of the P-doped 
vs. undoped samples. The residual non-electronic effects are represented by the differences 
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between the B- and hole-doped curves, and between the P- and electron-doped curves in Figure 
4.10. One possible source of such effects is lattice strain, which is larger in the B-doped than the 
P-doped system, since P is more lattice-matched to Si than is B.  
To extend our discussion of electronic effects on bulk lithiation to surfaces, we return to 
the energetic profiles shown in Figure 4.9. In the absence of H-termination, surface electronic 
states are present within the bulk band gap, which in turn lower the energetic cost of electron 
insertion. This explains why Li insertion energies into P- and undoped samples are lower near 
the surfaces than in bulk, unless the surfaces are H-terminated.  Surface states do not, however, 
have a significant effect on the lithiation energies for B doping, since the unoccupied states in the 
valence band that result from B doping are below the energies of the surface states.  We note that 
the differences in lithium insertion energies between the B/hole and P/electron systems in Figure 
4.10 are similar to the corresponding differences in insertion energies predicted for Li insertion 
near surfaces with significant dopant segregation (Figure 4.9), suggesting that many of the 
effects of dopants on surface lithiation are similar to what one might observed in heavily doped 
bulk samples. 
 
4.4 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have shown the effects of B and P dopants on the lithiation of crystalline 
Si.  From in situ Raman spectroscopy we are able to see the differences in Li insertion potentials 
for the different dopant types while the crystallographic orientation has a minimal effect.  The B 
dopant moves the lithiation potential higher relative to the undoped Si, whereas the P dopant 
lowers the insertion potential.  From first principles DFT calculations, we found that strong 
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surface segregation of dopants due to a combination of electronic and strain effects causes much 
higher dopant densities near the surface than in the bulk. The different Fermi levels in heavily B- 
and P-doped surfaces in turn affect Li insertion energetics by respectively lowering and raising 
the energies of states available to the electron accompanying the Li
+
. This electronic effect 
explains the higher onset voltage for initial Li insertion for the B-doped samples as compared to 
P-doped and undoped samples. Apart from the effects on dopant segregation and near-surface 
concentration, the details of the surface structures do not significantly affect the initial lithium 
insertion energies, which is consistent with the similarity between the two surface orientations 
observed experimentally.  The substantial changes in Li insertion attendant the incorporation of 
dopants may provide design rules for advanced battery anodes where Li insertion can be spatially 
controlled. 
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4.5 Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1  (Color online) Raman spectrum of Si in 1 M LiClO4 / PC solution (a) obtained at a 
potential of 2.0 V vs. Li
+
/Li. Raman spectra of Si phonon region (b) showing phonon decay upon 
electrochemical cycling.  Spectra from 0.8 – 0.03 V are shown. 
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Figure 4.2 Cyclic voltammograms of (a) Si (100) n-type and (b) Si(100) p-type.  c-Si phonon 
peak height during CVs for (c) Si(100) n-type and (d) Si(100) p-type. 
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Figure 4.3 (Color online) Comparison of onset potentials of phonon decay determined by Raman 
spectroscopy for Si(100) (left)  and Si(111) (right)  n-type, undoped, and p-type samples.   
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Figure 4.4 Cyclic voltammograms of (a) Si (111) n-type and (b) Si(111) p-type.  c-Si phonon 
peak height during CVs for (c) Si(111) n-type and (d) Si(111) p-type. 
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Figure 4.5  Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) data for Si(100) wafers. Analysis 
performed by Evans Analytical Group.  Left) P doped (n-type) wafer using 14.5 kV Cs
+
  Right) 
B doped (p-type) wafer using 3 kV O2
+
.
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Figure 4.6 (Color online) Segregation energy of boron and phosphorous dopant atoms as a 
function of depth from Si (100) and (111) surfaces. Negative energies indicate enhanced dopant 
stability.  The depth of the dopant is defined as the perpendicular distance below the top-most 
atom in the surface model. 
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Figure 4.7 (Color online) Charge density isosurface for the extra electron in P-doped Si (100) 
compared to the undoped surface. The black (darker) P atom is 14Å below the surface and the 
slab thickness is 29Å. The charge density just below the surface signifies the occupation of 
surface states.  
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Figure 4.8 (Color online) Configurations of single-monolayer (a) B on Si(100), (b) P on Si 
(100), (c) B on Si(111), and (d) P on Si(111). Orange (lighter), black, and blue (larger) atoms are 
B, P and Si respectively. 
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Figure 4.9 (Color online) Single lithium insertion energy relative to bulk Li for B- and P-doped 
Si (100) and (111) surfaces. For the (100) surface, results with hydrogen passivation on the top 
surface are also shown. The depth of Li is defined as the perpendicular distance below the top-
most B/P/Si atom. 
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Figure 4.10 (Color online) Insertion energy for single Li atom in bulk Si cells of sizes ranging 
from 8 to 1000 atoms, with different dopant types. 
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Chapter 5 
The First-cycle Electrochemical Lithiation of Crystalline Germanium: Dopant and 
Orientation Dependence and Comparison with Silicon 
Reproduced with permission from Chan, M. K. Y.; Long, B. R.; Gewirth, A. A.; Greeley, J. P. J 
Phys. Chem. Lett., 2011, 2 (24), 3092-3095. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. 
Computational work was performed by Maria K.Y. Chan. 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Silicon and germanium have the highest gravimetric and volumetric capacities among all 
currently known anode materials for Li-ion batteries.
1
  The lithiation properties of various forms 
of Si, including micro- and nano-crystalline particles, amorphous particles and films, and micro- 
or nano-structures, have been under intense study (See Refs. 2,3 and 4 for reviews).  The 
electrochemical performance of Ge thin films,
5,6
 micro-
7
 and nano-crystals,
5
 and nanowires
8
 has 
also been investigated.  Si and Ge are isoelectronic, and both exist in the tetrahedrally-bonded 
diamond structure, with the Ge lattice parameter exceeding that of Si by only 5%.  Because of 
these similarities, one might expect crystalline Si and Ge to have similar electrochemical 
properties upon lithiation.  Indeed, at high temperatures (~400C), both Si9 and Ge10 lithiate to 
form similar crystalline LixSi/LixGe zintl phases in several voltage steps.  At room temperature, 
however, the formation of most
5,6,8,11
 such phases is suppressed, and lithiation leads first to 
amorphization and eventually to the formation of the isostructural crystalline Li15Si4
12
 or 
Li15Ge4
5,7,13
 phases. 
Recently, it was discovered that the lithiation of crystalline Si exhibits strong dopant
14
 
and orientation
15
 dependence, properties that may be useful for electrode design.  We used cyclic 
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voltammetry and in-situ Raman spectroscopy to investigate the effects of dopants on lithiation in 
Si wafers, and we found that the voltage at which Li is first inserted is significantly larger in p-
type compared to undoped and n-type Si.
14
  Density functional theory (DFT) calculations showed 
the effect to be consistent with an electronic explanation.
14
  Microstructured Si showed strong 
anisotropy in lithiation, depending on crystalline orientation, a result that was also confirmed 
with cyclic voltammetry and Raman spectroscopy.
15
  Comparable anisotropy has also been found 
in nanowires.
16,17
 
In this work, using a combination of DFT calculations, cyclic voltammetry, and Raman 
spectroscopy, we compare Li insertion into crystalline Si and Ge, explore differences between 
the two materials, and investigate whether the aforementioned dopant and orientation effects also 
apply to Ge.  We conclude that Ge is not as sensitive to these effects as is Si, suggesting that 
alternative strategies are needed to manipulate and enhance the properties of microstructured Ge 
electrodes. 
 
5.2 Computational and Experimental Methods 
First principles DFT calculations were carried out using the plane-wave code VASP
18
 
with supplied Projector Augmented Wave potentials for core electrons.
19
  The GGA-PBE
20
 and 
the hybrid functional
21
 HSE were used to treat exchange-correlation.  We used kinetic energy 
cutoffs of 340 – 400 eV for the plane wave basis set, and -centered grids of at least 10000 Å3/V 
k-points, where V is the volume of the computational cell.  Cubic diamond-structure Si and Ge 
cells containing 8 to 1000 atoms, and lowest-energy 2-atom/layer models for the (100), (111) and 
(110) surfaces, were used to investigate lithiation energetics.  Additional computational details 
can be found in reference 12. 
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The specifications for Si wafers and spectroelectrochemical cells, and details of 
electrochemical and Raman measurements, can be found in Ref. 14.  Briefly, a HeNe laser 
(632.8 nm) was used as the excitation source and was incident upon the sample at an angle of 
45°, and the scattered radiation was detected using a cooled CCD (Andor).  Spectra were 
continuously obtained with an acquisition rate of one spectrum every 20 s, during 
electrochemical cycling.  Acquisition times were 10 seconds.  Peak heights were determined 
using peak analysis software (OriginPro 8.1). Ge (100) and (111) wafers (MTI) had a 15 nm Ti 
adhesion layer and a 100 nm Au current collector deposited on the backside by electron-beam 
evaporation (Temescal E-Beam Evaporation Systems).  Ge wafers of n-type were Sb doped, and 
p-type were Ga doped, with bulk dopant densities of ~10
19
cm
-3
.  Secondary ion mass 
spectrometry (SIMS) measurements show no surface dopant segregation up to a depth of 600 nm 
for both dopant types.  Cyclic voltammetry was performed from 2.00 to 0.01V at a scan rate of 
200μVs-1.  Solutions were 1 M LiClO4 in 1:1 (v) EC:DMC, and all voltages are reported vs. the 
Li/Li
+
 redox couple. 
 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
We begin with a DFT investigation of the energetics of dilute Li insertion.  A single Li is 
inserted into computational cells of 8-1000 Si or Ge atoms.  The Li insertion energies, defined as  
               Einsertion = E(Li + SC + Dopant)  E(SC+ Dopant)  E(Li metal),                      (1) 
where SC = Si, Ge, are shown as a function of Li density in Figure 5.1a.  We see that Einsertion in 
undoped Ge becomes negative at sufficiently low Li densities, but is always positive in undoped 
Si.  We suggest two possible reasons for this difference, namely lower lattice strain (elastic 
effect) and smaller band gap (electronic effect).  The Ge lattice parameter is larger than that of Si 
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by 5%, and its bulk modulus is smaller by 23%,
22
 suggesting that the lattice strain induced by the 
volume expansion with Li insertion in Ge, and the accompanying energetic penalty, could be 
smaller in Ge than in Si.  Alternatively, as discussed in Ref. 14, in undoped Si (or Ge), the 
accompanying electron when a Li
+
 ion is inserted is accommodated in the conduction band, 
which adds an energetic penalty for Einsertion.  Since the conduction band minimum is lower 
(relative to the valence band maximum) in Ge than in Si, this energetic penalty would be lower 
in Ge than in Si.   
In order to separate the elastic and electronic effects, we also calculate the energy of pure 
Si/Ge with the lattice distorted to what it would be with Li inserted; upon fully relaxing the Si/Ge 
computational cells with Li inserted, we remove the Li, freeze the atoms, and calculate the total 
energy of the distorted Si/Ge lattice.  We can then estimate the elastic and electronic 
contributions to Einsertion according to: 
          Einsertion = E(Li + SC, relaxed)  E(SC)  E(Li metal) = Eelastic + Eelectronic,           (2a) 
                            Eelastic = E([Li + SC, relaxed] – Li)  E(SC),                                          (2b) 
so 
         Eelectronic = E(Li + SC, relaxed)  E([Li + SC, relaxed] – Li)  E(Li metal).             (2c) 
We note that the electronic component of the insertion energy, as defined above, includes the 
electrostatic binding energy among the Li and Si/Ge ions. 
The breakdown of Einsertion into elastic and electronic components is shown, for Si and Ge 
with 8 and 64 atoms in the computational cells, in Table 5.1a.  Surprisingly, Eelastic is not 
significantly different between the two materials.  Eelectronic is negative for Ge, indicating that the 
magnitude of the electrostatic binding energy exceeds that of the energetic penalty for 
introducing an extra electron.  We conclude that the origin of the differences in Einsertion for Si 
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and Ge is primarily electronic, due to the smaller band gap and stronger electrostatic binding in 
Ge. 
We note that DFT-PBE produces Kohn-Sham eigenvalue gaps (KS gaps) that are much 
smaller (e.g., 0.6 and 0 eV for Si and Ge) than the experimental band gaps (1.1 and 0.7 eV, 
respectively).
23
  While total energies are not typically significantly affected by this band gap 
error, Einsertion may be particularly sensitive because the Li-inserted Si/Ge has an extra electron in 
the conduction band.  The hybrid functional HSE predicts band gaps and formation energies
24
 
more accurately, albeit at much higher computational costs.  To assess the impact of such effects 
on our computational results, we compare Einsertion in PBE and HSE for 8- and 64-atom cells in 
Table 5.1b.  The differences in Einsertion between PBE and HSE are between 0.07 and 0.16 eV in 
all cases, indicating that the errors are small.  With HSE, the value of Einsertion is increased for the 
undoped systems and decreased for the p-type system, as expected from the opening of the band 
gap in HSE.  
The far lower Einsertion, and hence higher solubility, of Li in Ge as compared to Si may 
enhance nucleation events during the initial phase of lithiation.  This result, together with the 
higher diffusivity in Ge, mentioned above,
25
 suggests that Ge may achieve higher lithiation rate 
capability than Si. 
We also investigate using DFT the effects of dopants on Li insertion into Ge.  Li insertion 
energies into doped Si and Ge cells with 8-1000 atoms, with a single dopant atom of B/Ga (p-
type Si/Ge) or P/Sb (n-type), are calculated and shown in Figure 5.1b.  We attempt Li insertion at 
both the nearest and furthest site from the dopant atom in the computational cell, and the lower 
energy configuration is considered.  The dopant effects are similar in Ge as in Si, with p-type Ge 
having lower Einesrtion than undoped and n-type Ge, which in turn have similar Einesrtion to each 
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other.  The dopant density dependence of Einsertion is also similar between the two materials, 
except with a smaller difference between p-type and undoped/n-type Ge, resulting from the 
smaller band gap in Ge than in Si.  Since the voltage is given by the reaction energy divided by 
the charge,
26
 from Figure 5.1b, we infer that dilute Li insertion into p-type Ge occurs at energies 
of -0.6 to -0.4 eV, corresponding to a voltage of 0.4 - 0.6V at dopant concentrations of <10
21
cm
-3
 
(a condition satisfied in the doped wafers used in our experiments).  In comparison, total energy 
calculations of the bulk crystalline LiGe and Li9Ge4 phases give formation energies of -0.57 eV 
and -0.44 eV per Li, corresponding to lithiation voltages of 0.57V and 0.44V, respectively, in 
good agreement with voltage plateaus for corresponding phases measured at 400C.10  Since the 
initial voltage for bulk LixGe formation is similar to that of dilute Li insertion into p-type Ge, the 
dopant effects on onset voltage in Ge should be small.  However, in Si, bulk LixSi formation 
occurs at significantly lower voltage relative to Li insertion into p-type Si, suggesting that dopant 
effects are important, as is found experimentally.
14
  
To check experimentally for the presence of dopant effects in Ge, we performed 
electrochemical and in-situ Raman experiments on doped and undoped Ge wafers.  Figure 5.2a 
shows a representative cyclic voltammogram (CV) of a Ge wafer in the spectroelectrochemical 
cell.  The onset of current in the cathodic scan is indicative of Li insertion into the Ge electrode, 
resulting in LixGe formation, with the abrupt onset associated with a crack-free and dense 
electrode surface.  On the anodic scan there is one oxidative feature which is the delithiation of 
LixGe species.
5
  
Figure 5.2b shows the potential dependence of the intensity of the Ge 300 cm
-1
 phonon 
mode
27
 during the cathodic scan.  The peak heights are constant until the sharp onset of current 
in the CV, i.e. the insertion of Li, after which the peak heights decrease due to the decay of 
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crystallinity in the Ge wafers associated with the formation of LixGe phases.  Figure 5.2b shows 
that the onset potentials of lithiation – which has an uncertainty of 25 mV upon repetition of the 
experiment – are within 50 mV of each other for n-type, p-type and undoped wafers.  This result 
shows that the presence of a dopant does not affect the Li insertion energy into Ge, consistent 
with the DFT results presented above.  In contrast, large dopant effects (≈350-550 mV) are seen 
in Si.
14
  
The final component of our comparison of the lithiation characteristics of Ge and Si 
involves surface orientational effects.  Using an atomistic algorithm to simulate the lithiation 
process in Si (unpublished results), we have used DFT to calculate the initial (x<2 in 
LixSi/LixGe) lithiation voltage curves for Si and Ge (100), (110) and (111) surfaces, as shown in 
Figure 5.2c.  Note that the first plateaus in the voltage curves, at above 0.7V, are due to the 
surface states and hence constitute a very small (likely unobservable) signal experimentally.  In 
both Si and Ge, the (100) and (111) surfaces do not show large differences in lithiation voltages.  
This is consistent with previous CV/Raman results
15
 and Figure 5.2b, which shows no 
orientation dependence in onset voltages between (100) and (111) wafers.  Figure 5.2b also 
shows that the rate of decay of the Ge phonon peak is similar for all wafers examined, which 
indicates similar Li insertion properties for Ge.  This behavior is again unlike that found in Si, 
where (111) shows slower decay than (100).
15
  The fast decay in Ge may be related to faster 
nucleation due to higher solubility discussed above.  DFT results also show that in Si but not in 
Ge, the (110) surface exhibits higher lithiation voltage than the other two surfaces.  This implies 
that micro- and nanostructures built with Ge would not exhibit the anisotropic expansion upon 
lithiation, again in contrast with Si.  The lack of orientation dependence is consistent with results 
of recent in-situ TEM studies on Ge nanowires.
28
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5.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have used a combination of first principles calculations, 
electrochemical experiments, and Raman spectroscopy to investigate differences between 
crystalline Si and Ge in the first electrochemical lithiation process.  Although these two 
semiconductors are often thought to have similar chemical and physical properties, significant 
differences are found in three important aspects of their lithiation characteristics: the dilute Li 
insertion energy (and hence solubility), the effects of dopants on the lithiation onset voltage, and 
the effect of orientation on the onset voltage.  The calculated higher solubility of Li in Ge than in 
Si, traced to an electronic rather than elastic origin, may be significant for faster nucleation of 
LixGe phases, which adds to its appeal in terms of rate capability.  The effect of dopants on onset 
voltages is less than 50 mV due to comparable energies between dilute Li insertion into p-type 
Ge and LixGe formation.  In contrast, dopants give rise to a substantial difference in Li insertion 
energies in Si, likely due to the much larger difference between the potentials of dilute insertion 
into p-doped Si and of bulk LixSi formation.  Orientation differences in onset voltage and rate of 
amorphization are also absent in Ge when experimentally comparing the (100) and (111) facets.  
Our calculations indicate that differences between these facets and the (110) facet will also be 
small.  We showed previously that microfabrication of Si could be used to design a reversible Si 
lithiation electrode.
15
  Based on the current results; however, the use of microfabrication to 
design electrode structures is likely not to be as effective with Ge.  Thus, other types of electrode 
designs must be utilized to fabricate effective electrodes, in order to harness the higher rate 
capability that Ge offers. 
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5.5 Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Li insertion energies for a single Li into computational cells of 8 to 1000 Si or Ge 
atoms, (a) without dopants and (b) with a single dopant atom. The density is given by the inverse 
of the computational cell volume, and is equal for Li and dopant atoms in (b).  
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(All numbers in in eV) 
(a) Breakdown of Einsertion 
SC Property 8-atom cells 64-atom cells 
Si 
Eelastic 0.16 0.16 
Eelectronic 0.36 0.18 
Einsertion 0.52 0.34 
Ge 
Eelastic 0.24 0.15 
Eelectronic -0.02 -0.19 
Einsertion 0.22 -0.04 
 
(b) Dependence on exchange-correlation functional 
SC Property Experiment 
8-atom cells 64-atom cells 
PBE HSE PBE HSE 
 
Si 
Band Gap 1.1 0.6 1.3 0.6 1.3 
Einsertion (undoped)  0.53 0.63 0.34 0.42 
Einsertion (p-type) (B-
doped) 
 -0.95 -1.10 -0.58 -0.74 
 
Ge 
Band Gap 0.7 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.7 
Einsertion (undoped)  0.22 0.35 -0.04 0.05 
Einsertion (p-type) (Ga-
doped) 
 -0.88 -0.95 -0.47 -0.54 
 
Table 5.1: (a) Decomposition of Einsertion into elastic and electronic components and (b) 
comparison of band gaps and Einsertion in PBE and HSE. 
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Figure 5.2: (a) CV of (111) p-type Ge wafer (b) Plot of Ge 300cm
-1
 crystalline phonon mode as 
a function of potential during CV; (c) DFT voltage curves for Li insertion into the (100), (110) 
and (111) surfaces of (i) Si and (ii) Ge.  
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Chapter 6 
Model Microstructured Germanium Electrodes as Lithium-ion Anodes 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Lithium-ion based energy storage devices are ubiquitous in applications such as 
consumer electronics.
1
  Applications in the transportation sector are of extreme interest as well.
2
  
For Li-ion batteries to be more applicable in the transportation sector improvements in specific 
energy and power densities are desirable.  Alternatives to the typically used electrode materials 
are required to achieve the increases necessary.
3
  Semiconductor electrodes, such as Ge and Si, 
are able to achieve higher specific and volumetric energy densities than traditional carbonaceous 
anodes.
4,5
  Both Ge and Si are theoretically able to accommodate 4.4 Li atoms for every one 
semiconductor atom; giving theoretical specific capacities of 1623 and 4200 mAhg
-1
 
respectively.  These theoretical specific capacities are over 5 and 10 times the theoretical specific 
capacity of graphitic anodes (372 mAhg
-1
).  The two materials are comparable in terms of 
volumetric capacities in which Ge and Si have theoretical volumetric capacities of 8642 and 
9783 mAhcm
-3
 respectively. 
Si and Ge have limited practical use owing to the large volumetric expansion of the 
materials upon lithiation.
6
  Various methods of structuring and morphological control have been 
implemented to try and improve the cycle life of Ge, such as carbon composites
7-11
, thin films
12-
14
, nanowires and nanotubes
15-17
, and metal substrates
18
.  Graetz et. al. reported that Ge is a 
promising high-rate material for Li-ion applications.
14
  A 250 nm thick nanofilm was capable of 
retaining 75% of its 1C capacity at a delithiation rate of 1000C.  The diffusivity of Li in Ge was 
estimated to be 400 times higher than Si at room temperature.  X-ray diffraction studies show, at 
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room temperature, the final lithiation product is Li3.75M (where M = Si or Ge).
19,20
  Therefore the 
practical specific (volumetric) capacities at room temperature are 1384 mAhg
-1
 (7365 mAhcm
-3
) 
and 3579 mAhg
-1
 (8338 mAhcm
-3
) for Ge and Si respectively.   
Recently we showed that Si exhibits anisotropic lithiation and is capable of being 
microstructured to tailor the capacity and cycle life.
21
  Although Ge has the same diamond unit 
cell and the same theoretical lithiation of 4.4 Li atoms, it does not exhibit the same anisotropy 
and dopant effects upon lithiation that Si does.
22
  As a result anisotropic microstructures of Ge 
are not expected to perform the same as in Si.  The work in this paper is aimed to exploit Ge 
microstructures to achieve high-rate electrodes with increased cycle life.  We present model Ge 
electrodes and electrochemical data on the effects of microbars and Cu coating on the lithiation 
of model Ge microstructures.  We show the addition of microbars strongly increases the cycle 
life of Ge wafers when coupled with limited volumetric expansion for the microbar dimensions 
studied.   
 
6.2 Experimental details 
Ge single crystal wafers were obtained from   I Corporation and had a resistivity of ≈ 
0.008 Ωcm.  icrobar fabrication was a modification of a previous method.23 Before 
microfabrication the Ge wafers were rinsed with water, then isopropanol, and then dried at 
110°C for 5 minutes.  AZ 5214 (Clariant) photoresist was spun onto wafers at 3000 rpm for 30 
seconds.  The wafer was baked at 110°C for 1 minute before UV exposure.  The photoresist was 
exposed using a Cr mask with the desired exposure pattern and a mask aligner.  The total 
exposure was typically 75 mJ/cm
2
.  The photoresist was developed in AZ 327MIF (Clariant) for 
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1.5 minutes and then dried with N2 gas.  Finally, the electrode was baked at 110°C for 7 minutes 
in order to provide a resilient mask to etching.   
 Masked samples were then vertically etching anisotropically using the Bosch process by 
inductively-Coupled-Plasma Reactive Ion Etching (ICPRIE) using a STS Mesc Multiplex 
Advanced Silicon Etcher.  Relatively smooth sidewalls were achieved by using 7 second etch 
steps and 5 second passivation steps.  After etching the samples were sonicated for 5 minutes in 
an acetone bath and then an isopropanol bath to remove residual photoresist.   
 After microfabrication a 10 nm Ti adhesion layer and then a 100 nm Au layer were 
deposited on the backside of the electrode to act as a current collector using e-beam evaporation 
(Temescal).  For the Cu coated samples, 50 nm of the metal were deposited using e-beam 
evaporation.  Microstructure dimensions were verified using scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM).   
 Electrochemistry was performed using a one compartment air-tight cell in an Ar filled 
glovebox.  A two electrode configuration was used with Li metal acting as a counter/reference 
electrode.  The solvent was 1 M LiClO4 in 1:1 (v) EC:DMC (Sigma-Aldrich).  An Arbin cycler 
was used for the cycling studies while a CH Instruments electrochemical workstation was used 
for the microscopy characterization experiments.  C rates were calculated from the practical 
capacities discussed in the introduction section.   
 
6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Microbar fabrication 
Ge microbars were fabricated using traditional photolithographic processes.  Figure 6.1 
shows electron micrographs of Ge structures prior to Cu deposition.  The microbars in this work 
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were 13 µm wide with a 17 µm void space between adjacent bars (i.e. 13  17 µm).  The 
microbar depth varied between dry etch batches, but typically yielded 40 ± 5 µm deep structures.  
Large areas of the pattern can be made on Ge wafers as shown in Figure 6.1a.  The area 
patterned for this study was 1  1.5 cm.  Figure 6.1b illustrates the uniformity and relatively 
smooth sidewalls of the resultant Ge microbars at a higher magnification.  As a result of the 
Bosch process and cleaving of the wafers the top surface of the microbars is the (111) 
crystallographic face while the sidewalls are the (110) face, as shown in Fig. 6.1.  Cu deposition 
resulted in a Cu coat on the top of the Ge microbar and at the bottom of the trenches with 
minimal sidewall deposition as measured by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. 
6.3.2 Electrochemical characterization  
We next examine whether the microbar Ge electrode exhibits stability during lithiation 
different from that found for planar Ge structures.  Ge particles (ca. 40 µm) are only capable of 
ca. 5-6 cycles before complete loss of capacity.
14
  Figure 6.2 shows lithiation and delithiation 
capacities and SEM micrographs for microstructured Ge both with and without a Cu coat.  
Specific capacities were determined considering only the microstructured region of the Ge 
electrode. Figure 6.2a shows that lithiation capacities as high as 1384 mAhg
-1
 – close to the 
capacity limit
20
 – were obtained for as many as three cycles.  However, the amount of capacity 
on delithiation was always smaller than that found during lithiation.  The amount of irreversible 
capacity loss became greater and greater as the electrode was cycled until little capacity was left 
at cycle number 4.  Figure 6.2a also shows the cycle performance of a bulk Ge wafer without 
microstructuring.  The bulk wafer is capable of one cycle before a complete loss of capacity due 
to mechanical cracking.  The steady decay in the coulombic efficiency shown in Fig. 6.2a is 
similar to that found in other studies using Ge electrodes.
24
   The origin of the capacity loss 
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originates from the mechanical instabilities caused by the volume changes occurring during the 
lithiation/delithiation process.
25,26
  The expansion forces the microbars into contact and increases 
the stresses on the electrode.  Figure 6.2c shows the corresponding electron micrograph of the 
bare Ge microstructure after the first cycle lithiation to 85% of its practical specific capacity.  As 
can be seen the microbars have expanded into contact with each other.  Also there is noticeable 
disruption of the bulk Ge substrate due to lithiation at the bottom of the trench.   
Figure 6.2b shows the effects of a 50 nm Cu layer on the cycling properties of the Ge 
microstructure.  The Cu layer may inhibit lithiation of the bulk part of the Ge crystal, thus 
increasing cycle life. The figure shows that the Cu layer decreases the irreversible capacity loss 
and improves the coulombic efficiency for the first three cycles and is able to extend the life of 
the Ge microstructure by 2 cycles.  Figure 6.2d shows the corresponding electron micrograph for 
the Cu coated Ge microstructure lithiated to 85% of its practical specific capacity.  The 
volumetric expansion encountered by the microbars is again sufficient for contact between 
neighboring microbars.  In this case the Cu layer acts to adhere the microbars to each other and 
there is noticeable delamination of the microbars from the bulk Ge substrate.   
The lithiation seen here is more isotropic, in that expansion along the 111 direction (13 
µm for bare and 8 µm for Cu coat) is similar to that found along <110> (10 µm for both).  
Alternatively, Si exhibited no vertical expansion in prior work.
21
  A more isotropic expansion of 
Ge relative to Si is  expected and results from the lower band gap of Ge compared with Si
27
 
leading to little difference in the potential to lithiate the (110) and (111) faces of Ge.  This lower 
overpotential to lithiate the (111) face of Ge relative to Si, prevents Ge from reaching a self-
limiting state as seen in Si microbars.   
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The poor behavior of the Ge electrode upon lithiation is related to the volumetric 
expansion of the material.  There is no thermodynamic difference for Li insertion into different 
Ge crystal faces, in contrast to that found for Si.
22
 A horizontal expansion of 130% would lead to 
the Ge structures coming into contact with each other and increase the mechanical stresses on the 
structures.  However, a volumetric expansion of 370% is expected for full theoretical 
lithiation.
7,28
  Limiting the amount of charge, and therefore the volumetric expansion, which is 
stored in the electrode material can increase the cycle life.
29-31
  In order to evaluate this effect on 
cycle life, partial lithiation was performed on electrodes with the Ge microbars.   
Figure 6.3 shows the cycle performance and SEM micrographs for Ge microbars which 
are partially lithiated to 40% of the practical capacity.  The bare Ge microbar electrode (Figure 
6.3a) is capable of much longer-term cycling relative to the fully lithiated bare Ge electrode 
(Figure 6.2a).  The first four cycles show irreversible capacity loss, most likely associated with 
the formation of the SEI.  After the first four cycles the electrode exhibits high coulombic 
efficiency for approximately 20 cycles, at which time the delithiation capacity begins to slowly 
decay.  This decay is similar to that found with other Ge electrodes.
18
  The inset in Figure 6.3a 
shows the voltage profile for the lithiation and delithiation curves for cycles 1, 3 and 20.  The 1
st
 
cycle lithiation curve shows a sharp onset to the crystalline Ge lithiation at lower potentials.  The 
3
rd
 and 20
th
 lithiation curves are similar, indicating the Ge microstructure has undergone the 
crystalline to amorphous transition and is electrochemically stable.  The delithiation curves for 
all three exhibit similar voltage plateaus and only differs by the amount of charge removed from 
the electrode.   
Figure 6.3b shows the effect of a 50 nm Cu coating on the partial lithiation of Ge 
microbars.  As in Figure 6.3a there is an irreversible capacity loss in the first several cycles, but 
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the amount of loss has decreased as seen by the higher delithiation capacities.  After 20 cycles 
the delithiation capacities begin to decrease, but the Cu coated electrode stabilizes and retains a 
higher delithiation capacity at higher cycles relative to the uncoated electrode.  The Cu coated Ge 
microbar has a coulombic efficiency of 95% at cycle 43.  The use of Cu coating is expected to 
block lithiation on certain faces of the Ge microbar and result in selective lithiation that should 
more closely mimic anisotropic lithiation, as was seen in Si.   
Figure 6.3c and 6.3d shows the SEM micrographs for bare and Cu coated Ge electrodes 
that were partially lithiated to 40% and cycled.  The micrographs were taken after 3 full cycles 
and then after the lithiation on the fourth cycle.  The bare Ge microbar electrode in Figure 6.3c 
shows volumetric expansion and significant bulk Ge substrate lithiation; whereas the Cu coating 
combined with the charge limiting shows improved mechanical stability (Figure 6.3d).  The Cu 
coating at the bottom of the trench significantly blocks lithiation of the bulk Ge substrate which 
leads to the increased stability at high cycle numbers (Figure 6.3b). 
As previously stated the diffusivity of Li is much higher in Ge than in Si electrodes.  Rate 
performance studies were conducted to examine the ability of the model Ge microbars to lithiate 
and delithiate at a high rate, relative to Si.  Figure 6.4 shows the effect of increasing current on 
13 x 17 µm uncoated structures of both Ge and Si.  The microstructures were lithiated at C/20 to 
40% of the practical specific capacity of each material and then delithiated at the rate shown in 
the figure.  The y-axis shows the specific capacity of both materials normalized to the C/20 
lithiation capacity on the first cycle.  Both Ge and Si are capable of full delithiation at C/10 and 
C/5.  At a delithiation rate of C the Si microstructured electrode is still capable of full delithiation 
while the Ge microstructured electrode exhibits zero delithiation capacity.  The Si 
microstructured electrode exhibits zero delithiation capacity at a rate of 2C.   
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It is expected that the Ge would be capable of higher delithiation rates, relative to Si, but 
this is not shown by Figure 6.4.  One possible explanation is the more isotropic lithiation of Ge.  
As previously discussed the Ge microstructure is capable of lithiating and delithiating the top 
(111) surface of the microbar.  As a result, when the microstructures are in contact with each 
other the initial delithiation could proceed primarily through the top face.  Due to the much 
smaller surface area of this face relative to the sidewalls, the Ge microbar could become more 
diffusion limited in delithiation at the higher current applied.  Since Si does not lithiate the top 
surface it is possibly not limited in the same way.  The exact cause of the poor rate performance 
of the Ge microbars is unknown.  It is expected that modification of the dimensions of the model 
Ge microbars could result in improved rate performance.   
 
6.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, we have shown the effects of microstructuring on the lithiation of 
crystalline Ge.  From electrochemical measurements we are able to see the increased cycle life 
for microstructured Ge electrodes relative to bulk Ge wafers.  Full lithiation of the model Ge 
microbars leads to mechanical degradation and limited cycle life.  The use of a Cu coating 
improves the performance of the microbar by limiting the faces capable of lithiation.  Limiting 
the amount of charge and volumetric expansion of the microbars leads to microbar electrodes 
that are capable of high capacity for over 40 cycles.  Rate comparison of the Ge and Si microbars 
shows poor rate performance of the Ge microstructures at high delithiation rates which could be 
improved with optimizing the dimensions of the model microbar.  The use of microstructured 
electrodes allows for complete dimensional control and may provide insight into design rules for 
advanced battery anodes where lithiation can be controlled.   
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6.5 Figures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 (a) SEM image of Ge microbars after microfabrication process showing the large area 
of structures.  (b) Higher magnification SEM image showing the smooth sidewalls and 
uniformity of the microbars.   
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Figure 6.2 (Color online) Specific and volumetric capacities as a function of cycle number for a 
bare Ge microbar (circles) and bulk Ge (squares) (a) and 50 nm Cu coated Ge microbar (b).  
Lithiation (solid features) and delithiation (hollow features) capacities are shown for the 
structures at a C/20 rate.   Electron micrographs from bare (c) and Cu coated (d) Ge 
microstructure after first cycle lithiation. 
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Figure 6.3 (Color online) Specific and volumetric capacities for (a) bare Ge and (b) 50 nm Cu 
coated Ge.  Lithiation (●) and delithiation (○) points are shown for 40% partial lithiation at C/20.  
Inset in (a) shows the lithiation and delithiation voltage profiles for the 1
st
 (solid black), 3
rd
 
(dotted blue), and 20
th
 (dashed red) cycles.  Electron micrographs after 4
th
 partial lithiation for 
bare (c) and Cu coated (d) Ge microstructures. 
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Figure 6.4 Delithiation capacities at various rates of Ge microbars (●) and Si microbars (□) of 
the same dimensions.  The y-axis is normalized to the C/20 specific lithiation capacity of each 
material on the first cycle. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
FS-MRL SFG Spectrometer Manual 
 
Preface: This appendix is designed to serve as a guide to the practical use of the SFG 
spectrometer. It elaborates on the preliminary manual supplied by Andre Peremans and includes 
details related to tasks associated with running and maintaining the instrument from personal 
experience and professional correspondence. The instrument design has been reported in the 
literature.
1-4
 
 
A.1. Basic Start-up and Shutdown procedures: 
 
The following is a step-by-step guide to turning on the laser. These steps are for normal 
operation and assume that the Euroscan box and Intraaction signal processor are on. The 
Interaction box should never be turned off. The Intraaction box controls the active mode locking 
in the oscillator cavity. This will be covered further in the section on the oscillator.  
 
A.1.1 Start up 
 
1. Turn on water to cooling group unit. (Located on west wall of laser lab, labeled SFG) 
2. Turn on Quantel Box, by turning the key to the on position (Fig. A1). 
3. On the remote control box (Fig. A2) press the enter key until the menu shows Flashlamps, Q- 
switch, etc…  
4. Use the up and down arrows to move the cursor to Flashlamps and press the enter key. 
5. Use the arrow keys until you the cursor is next to flashlamp. 
6. Use the + and – keys to select flashlamp 1, and press enter 
7. ove the cursor to flash sync and press enter until “ext” is displayed to the right. 
8. Move the cursor to flashlamp and press +/- until flashlamp 2 is selected and press enter. 
9. Using the up and down arrows, select “voltage”.  he power to the amplifier head (flashlamp 
2) can be adjusted using the +/- keys when voltage is selected. Typical voltages for the nonlinear 
crystals are listed below. 
    
LiNbO3 (4000-2500 cm
-1
):  1400 V 
   AgGaS2 (3000-1000 cm
-1
):  1300 V 
   KTP (1000-500 cm
-1
):  Max* 
 
Flashlamp voltages will vary, depending on the age of the flashlamps. Older flashlamps will 
need to be pumped harder to achieve the desired output power. It is a good idea to measure and 
record the optical parametric oscillator (OPO) pump power at the beginning of a session. The 
power, before the telescope and spatial filter, for the various crystals is listed below. 
 
LiNbO3 (4000-2500 cm
-1
):  500 mW 
   AgGaS2 (3000-1000 cm
-1
):  350-400 mW 
   KTP (1000-500 cm
-1
):  > 1 W 
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The amplifier voltage can be increased to increase the IR output, but care should be taken 
to insure damage is not occurring if the power is too high.  
 
* The KTP OPO requires much higher pump power and special precautions must be taken, see 
the section on using KTP for more details. 
 
10. Check to make sure the Oscillator shutter (SHUT YAG button) is closed. The corresponding 
green light on the Euroscan box will be dark (Figure A3). 
11. Turn the external clock on. The clock is in the Euroscan box. If the clock is on the green 
LED next to “CLOCK ON” will be flashing rapidly. If the clock is off, the LED will be dark. 
12. When the clock is on and the Oscillator shutter is closed, press START on the Quantel 
controller (located above the word Flashlamp). The laser will begin to fire at ~ 10 Hz for a few 
seconds and then the repetition rate will increase to 25 Hz and persist. Allow the laser to warm 
up for 5-10 minutes before opening any shutters.  
13. Ensure both the IR and visible beam paths are blocked at the exit of the blue box. 
14. Open the Oscillator shutter. Green light should now be emitted along the visible beam path. 
IR radiation will also be produced if the IR OPO shutter is open (Green light illuminated next to 
SHUT IR-OPO) *If you are using AgGaS2, be careful not to needlessly pump the OPO, as your 
beam intensity will deteriorate with time.* 
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Figure A1. Quantel Electronics Box. Box includes the oscillator power supply (MPS), the 
amplifier power supply (APS), and the cooling group (CGU) to power the Nd:YAG laser heads. 
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Figure A2. Front of Euroscan Control Box 
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Figure A3. Quantel Remote Control Unit 
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A.1.2 Shutdown  
 
1. Close the Oscillator Shutter.  
2. Stop the clock. When the clock is turned off the laser will stop firing. Turning the clock back 
on will cause the laser to resume at 25 Hz. If you need to stop the laser for a short period of time 
(1-2 hours) this is an efficient way to do this. Make sure the Oscillator shutter is closed if 
when starting and stopping the laser by the clock!  
3. Press stop on the Quantel controller above Flashlamps. The laser flashlamps will discharge 
once when stop is pressed.  
4. Turn off the Quantel box by turning the key to the off position. 
5. Turn off the cooling water.  
6. Make sure the oscilloscope, power meters, and HeNe guide laser are all turned off. 
 
A.2. The components of the SFG system. 
 
A.2.1 The Euroscan box and connecting all the pieces. 
 
The Euroscan box is the unit that controls all the mechanical motors, the clock, the 
shutters, and almost all other components. This box is what makes everything work together, 
enabling us to do SFG. Figure A4 is a picture of the back of the Euroscan box. Figure A5 is a 
block diagram illustrating all the connections to the Euroscan box.  The connections are 
summarized from right to left across the panel as follows: 
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Figure A4. Connections on the back of the Euroscan box 
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Figure A5. Block diagram of SFG component connections 
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Com AOM 
 
The Boxcar and the Acousto-optic modulator (AOM) are both triggered from the same signal. 
This signal comes out of the Euroscan terminal labeled Com AOM on the back right. This is the 
top most BNC connection if the label should ever come off. There is a T attached to this 
terminal. One branch goes to the Boxcar, the other goes to the AOM. The input goes into the 
AOM controller terminal labeled 0-5 V (this is not a BNC connector). 
 
Trig YAG/MLB 
 
This is another trigger signal. The BNC is coming off the second terminal, just below 
Com AOM. This BNC goes to the Intraaction mode locker (TRIG INPUT) and Quantel Box 
(Flashlamp Synchro In).     
 
Block Connector 
 
The large block connector (32 pin) goes to the Shutter and photodiode control box 
mounted on the optical table. This connection operates two ways, sending a trigger signal from 
the photodiodes back to trigger the AOM and Boxcar as well as controlling the shutters in the 
system 
 
Boxcar 
 
The next card in the back of the Euroscan box is the Boxcar. Signals from the 
spectrometer are fed into the boxcar along with the trigger signal. For more details see the 
section on the boxcar. 
 
Photomultiplier power supplies 
 
The two connections coming out of the next card supply the high voltage for the 
photomultiplier tubes. Care should be taken not to plug these into a standard BNC, you will burn 
up whatever you are plugging them into. The voltage supplied to these connections is controlled 
on the front panel of the Euroscan box.  
 
Mechanical Motor RS232 connections 
 
These RS232 connections go directly to the corresponding mechanical motors located on 
the optical table. The connections are coded according to card and position and these values are 
stored in the parameter file of the software. 
 
 A custom built card has been inserted to the left of the previous mechanical motor 
connections.  This card intercepts the signals for the two motors in the OPO (i.e. the NLC and 
Etalon plate) and sends the signals to the black OPO motor control box.  This box was 
implemented due to poor craftsmanship and design of the motor control cards from Euroscan.  
Ernest A. Sammann and Stephan A. Burdin were responsible for the design and implementation 
of this card and the OPO motor control box.   
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OPO Motor Control Box 
 
 The black box next to the Euroscan box above the laser table is used for the control of the 
two rotational stages in the OPO.  The motors should never be connected or disconnected while 
the power to the box is on.  To connect and disconnect the OPO motors, flip the power switch to 
off.  Inside the box are two fuses to prevent overloading the electronics on the card.  This was 
necessary due to the instability of the signals created by the Euroscan box.  This instability was 
burning out electronics on the previous cards in the Euroscan box and is the main reason the 
OPO motor control box was created.   
 
Spectrometer, AOM power supply, Computer 
 
The last component of the back of the Euroscan box has the RS232 connection to the 
spectrometer on the right, and a RS232 connection to the computer on the left. Above these 
connection is the power supply for the AOM. The connector from the Euroscan box to the AOM 
controller connect at the terminal labeled +28 V (This is not a BNC connection).   
 
A.2.2 The Oscilloscope 
 
The oscilloscope serves to allow you to monitor various signals from the system. In the 
absence of a functioning boxcar, it also serves to signal average and report values to the 
computer software. The oscilloscope triggers on an external signal from the photodiode control 
box (TRIG). The SFG software is designed to interface with a Tektronics TDS210 oscilloscope. 
 
A.2.3 The Oscillator and Amplifier 
 
A.2.3.1 Oscillator 
 
The oscillator in this system is based on the design by Alaa Addin Mani as described in 
the literature.
2
 
 
 he oscillator is the “Laser” that pumps the rest of the system. It is an active passive 
mode locked Nd:YAG laser that produces a pulse train at a frequency of 25 Hz. Each pulse train 
contains approximately one hundred, 10-picosecond pulses.  
 
The active mode locking is controlled by the Intraaction mode locker labeled AOML on 
the instrument schematic (Figure A6). The mirror behind the AOML is on a translation stage. 
The length of the cavity can be adjusted by translation of the mirror behind the AOML (M) 
adjusting the passive mode locking of the system.  
 
The nonlinear crystal (SHG1) angle is critical to oscillator stability and can be adjusted as 
described in the trouble shooting section of this appendix. To check the temporal profile of the 
oscillator, place a photodiode as depicted on Fig. A7. The cavity length (M) and the vertical tilt 
of the SHG1 can be tweaked to optimize pulse train stability. The tilt angle of the nonlinear 
crystal is very sensitive. 
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Multiple pulse trains may be emitted as shown in Fig. A8, but only the first pulse train is 
important. Figure A9 illustrates what the pulse train should like on the oscilloscope. In Fig. A9, 
multiple trains are plotted on top of each other to illustrate the appropriate level of stability. The 
oscillator output is 60 mW of 1064 nm radiation with the double pulse train illustrated in Fig. 
A8.  
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Figure A6. Optical components of basic SFG spectrometer. 
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Figure A7. Photograph showing how to monitor the oscillator output. Be sure the external 
photodiode is turned ON!!!  
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Figure A8. Oscillator output as detected by photodiode in Fig. 7. The circled pulse train is the 
important one. 
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Figure A9. Scope image of stable pulse train emitted from the oscillator. 
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A.2.3.2 Acousto-Optic Modulator 
 
This light is passed through the AOM. The AOM deflects the initial unstable high energy 
pulses from the pulse train. This is to prevent damage to other optical elements further in the 
optical train. The number of deflected pulses is controlled by the vertical position of the AOM 
with respect to the beam. The pulses cut can be controlled by adjusting the vertical position knob 
on the AOM.  Proper adjustment of the AOM is important for obtaining optimum power. Proper 
adjustment of the AOM is covered in the maintenance part of this manual.  
 
The Cu pinhole after the AOM helps separate the deflected light from the desired pulses.  
 
A.2.3.3 Amplifier 
 
The remaining light is passed down into the amplifier, which is a second synchronously 
pumped Nd:YAG head. The voltage on these flashlamps is controlled by Flashlamp 2 on the 
Quantel controller. The light is reflected by a mirror behind the YAG head and passed back 
through the Y G head.  he amplified radiation is filtered by a Brewster’s angle polarizer and 
passed to the rest of the optical train. 
 
A2.3.3.1 Alignment of the oscillator beam through the amplifier. 
 
Choose the service mode of the Quantel control module, by turning the Quantel box (key) 
on/off while pressing simultaneously enter and +. Choose the minimum tension of 600V for 
flashlamp 2. Adjust the diameter of the IRIS behind the amplifier to about 3 mm, turn the A&A 
modulator OFF by unplugging its supply from behind the Euroscan interface and slightly raise 
the height of the A&A modulator to avoid any clipping of the oscillator beam. 
 
The power after the 1st diaphragm is 40 mW 
 
Adjust the two 90°-YAG mirrors after the oscillator to optimize the path of the oscillator 
beam through the fixed diaphragm (D3) -placed after the modulator- and the IRIS placed behind 
the amplifier (D4). 
 
The adjustment can be performed by optimizing the photodiode signal recorded by 
intercepting the oscillator beam by a metallic block placed both behind the first diaphragm (D3) 
and in front of the IR-OPO line telescope (L3). The Beam should show a nice circular pattern on 
the fluorescent infrared sensor, both in front of the telescope (~1 cm diam. pattern) and behind 
the 1st diaphragm (bright spot). 
 
The mirror behind the amplifier is aligned to reflect the beam towards the 45 deg YAG 
mirror near the fixed diaphragm (M4). Angular separation between the ingoing and outgoing 
beam through the amplifier is made as small as possible to maximize beam quality but large 
enough to avoid overlap of the outgoing beam with the fixed diaphragm hole that would lead to 
back reflection to the oscillator 
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A2.3.3.2 Amplification of the oscillator beam. 
 
Power at the entrance of the amplifier when the A&A modulator is properly adjusted: 19 
mW.  Increase the amplifier tension gradually to 1350 V (depending on NLC crystal selection) 
while monitoring the power before the IR telescope. 
 
Perform a final optimization of the amplification stage (see Alignment of the Oscillator 
beam through the amplifier) by looking (with an infrared sensor card) at the four leaf clover 
shape of the beam reflected by the polarizer and/or a check of the symmetry (with KODAK 
linagraph paper) and/or power of the pump beam before the telescope in front of IR-OPO. 
 
Optimize the delay between the oscillator and amplifier flashlamps to maximize the 
amplifier output power (approximately 80 microcsecond delay on F.L. 1). 
  
The power in front of the IR-OPO telescope should reach 800 mW for an amplifier IRIS 
diam. of appr. 6.5 mm (red mark) or 670 mW for the amplifier IRIS diam. set to approx. 5 mm 
(black mark) when amplifier voltage is 1350 V (power and voltages assume new flashlamps). 
 
 
A.2.4 The Visible Path 
 
The output from the amplifier is split by 80:20 beam splitter (~80% transmitted, ~20% 
reflected). The 20% is passed through a metal film spatial filter.  
 
Spatial filter 
 
The light is focused (L5) to a point. At the focus the intensity punches a hole in the metal 
film (SF). Stray radiation is not intense enough to penetrate the metal film. The penetrating light 
is then recollimated (L6). The focal length of L5 is 175 mm, the focal length of L6 is 50 mm. 
 
Frequency Doubling 
 
The filtered 1064 nm light is then passed to a doubling crystal (SHG2). The 1064 nm 
light is doubled to produce 532 nm (green) light. The beam diameter is adjusted using a second 
telescope after the doubling crystal. The beam is then passed through a prism to filter out the 
remaining 1064 nm radiation. From here the visible radiation is passed to SFG mixing optics. 
 
 
 
A.2.5 The OPO 
 
The remaining 80% of the amplified 1064 nm light is used to pump the optical parametric 
oscillator (OPO). The OPO pump beam is passed through a metal film spatial filter (L3 focal 
length = 200 mm, SF, L4 focal length = 125 mm). The filtered radiation is then directed into the 
OPO.  
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A2.5.1 Checking the telescope of the IR-OPO 
 
Turn off the laser beam. Move the non-linear crystal out of the cavity axis by raising the 
crystal height to its maximum as shown in Fig. A10. Move or change the metallic plate of the 
spatial filter of the IR-OPO telescope. Set the amplifier voltage to 1350 V while the oscillator is 
blocked. Wait a few seconds for the YAG heads to thermalize and then open the cavity to let the 
laser beam drill its hole in the new metallic plate of the spatial filter. The beam power after the 
telescope and the spatial filter should be about 3/4 of its power in front of the telescope, but the 
beam profile as revealed by an impact on a KODAK linagraph paper should be much smoother. 
The pump beam after the telescope must be parallel, i.e. its impact on a KODAK linagraph paper 
should remain unchanged over a distance of 1 to 2 meters. 
 
A.2.5.2 OPO alignment  
 
The axis of the OPO is defined by the 2 iris centers when the crystal is removed. When 
the crystal is placed in the cavity, the birefringence modifies the OPO cavity alignment on the 
side of the mirror with the micrometers. 
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Figure A10. Diagram showing how to move NLC out of OPO cavity. Circle is drawn to 
illustrate the need for a block in the microscrew. 
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A2.5.2.1 Alignment of the fixed mirror (M8) 
 
1. Move the crystal out of the cavity axis by raising its height at maximum as depicted in Figure 
A10. It will likely be necessary to put a small block into the NLC vertical micrometer to remove 
the crystals completely from the cavity.   
2. Insert a mirror in between M9 and D5. Using this mirror, align a HeNe beam through the 2 iris 
centers towards the "fixed" mirror with hex-screw. 
3. Orient the "fixed mirror" such that with the HeNe is back reflected to through the two irises. 
The Etalon should be OUT of the beam path for this procedure.  
 
A2.5.2.2 Alignment of pump beam 
 
1. Remove the crystal for the cavity axis by increasing to the maximum height as depicted in Fig. 
A10. 
2. Insert a mirror between M8 and D6, it may be necessary to remove the shutter. Using the 
inserted mirror, align a He-Ne beam through the 2 iris centers towards the "adjustable" mirror 
with micrometers (M9). 
3. It is possible to visualize the pump by turning on the laser with moderate amplification 
(comparable or less to what is passed down the visual path) and by frequency doubling using a 
SHG crystal. 
4 Align the pump beam such that it hits the mirror (M7) a few millimeters from its border close 
to the OPO axis. Mirror 7 must be adjusted such that the pump beam crosses the OPO axis, as 
visualized by the HeNe, at the position of the crystal. The separation of the OPO axis and pump 
beam is about 15 mm at the IRIS close to the adjustable mirror and the edge of mirror (1) is 
about 3 mm from the OPO axis. It is important to be accurate in adjusting the pump beam in the 
horizontal plane. 
 
A2.5.2.3 Alignment of the adjustable mirror (M9) 
 
After alignment of the fixed mirror and pump beam (above), place the crystal in the OPO cavity, 
and tweak the "adjustable" mirror to reflect the HeNe beam "self-collimated" back to the IRIS in 
front of the "fixed" mirror. This step is best performed after having adjusted the cavity length to 
the expected value. While the alignment of the fixed mirror and of the pump is independent of 
the NLC rotation, the alignment of the "adjustable mirror” ( 9) is frequency dependent. 
 
A2.5.2.4 Verifying OPO function 
 
Monitor the pump beam temporal profile after the non-linear crystal using a photodiode 
(PhD4) that detects the scattering of the pump against a metallic plate near the mirror with 
micrometers. The output from this photodiode is the BNC connection on the Shutter/Photodiode 
control box next to the trigger output. With the etalon plate rotated out of the cavity axis, and the 
pump beam adjusted to its optimum value, change the OPO cavity length in order to observe the 
depletion of the end of the pulse train. Adjust the cavity length, and the "adjustable mirror" (M9) 
orientation to optimize the pump depletion.  
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For the LiNbO3 and AgGaS2 NLCs, you can now rotate the appropriate etalon into the 
OPO axis. Search for the oscillation of the OPO by reducing the cavity length by a few (2 to 3) 
millimeters while slightly rotating the crystal to optimize the matching the crystal gain maximum 
with a transmission maximum of the etalon. 
 
A.2.5.3 changing wavelength regions 
 
The OPO consists of 3 nonlinear crystals: LiNbO3, AgGaS2, and KTP. Each crystal is 
designed to operate in a specific energy range: 4000-2500 cm-1 (LiNbO3), 2500 – 1000 cm
-1
 
(AgGaS2), and 1000-500 cm
-1
 (KTP). The exact ranges vary depending on the cut of the crystals. 
To select a different energy range, the appropriate nonlinear crystal must be moved into the 
intersection of the OPO idler and pump beams. Before translating the crystal, block the pump 
beam and verify proper incident power levels to avoid damaging the NLCs. The crystal position 
can then be changed using the micrometers on the NLC stage. Appropriate values are listed at 
the end of this appendix in Table A1. When switching to KTP, make sure the half wave plate is 
inserted in front of the pump beam. Likewise make sure the waveplate is removed for LiNbO3 
and AgGaS2.  For KTP insure the etalon plate is out of the way by sending it approximately 
parallel to the OPO axis. For KTP the output coupler (M9) is also changed, by adjusting the 
lateral position to 0. 
 
A.2.6 The Software Interface 
 
A Labview program has been developed that interfaces a personal computer with the 
Euroscan box. This program allows one to control the mechanical motors, the spectrometer, and 
read the oscilloscope.  
 
Main Menu 
 
 he “main menu” panel is the screen that opens when you launch the Labview routine 
(Fig. A11). The program was developed to be used with a number of different pump lasers, 
including the free electron lasers in CLIO and LURE, and an optional visible OPO that we don’t 
have. Because of this some parts of the software do not apply to our system. On the main menu 
panel are controls for the clock, the shutters, the spectrometer, the IR-OPO, and the boxcar.  
 
The shutters and the clock can be controlled by clicking on the gray button next to their 
indicator. The gray button acts as a toggle switch and changes the status for open to closed, or on 
to off. The blue buttons by the indicators will read the current status of these objects. The 
program can be set to read the status automatically, although this sometimes slows down system 
performance. In automatic mode the blue buttons will not appear on the main menu panel.  
 
To set the spectrometer wavelength, simply type in the desired wavelength in nm, and 
press GOTO. You can check the position by clicking on the position button. In automatic mode, 
simply typing in a position can cause the spectrometer to go that value. *Be sure to account for 
hysteresis or backlash in the mechanical linkages*  
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To set the IR-OPO wavelength, just type in a wavelength in micrometers and press 
GOTO. If the OPO is at a position other than that displayed, the value will flash a red 
background. *Be sure to account for hysteresis or backlash in the mechanical linkages*  
 
We will discuss the Boxcar in detail in a later section. 
 
The drop-down menus on the top of the main menu panel give access to a number of 
different functions. Figure A12 is a tree diagram of the drop-down menus. We will discuss the 
relevant menus and their function in detail in the following section.   
 
A.2.6.1 Calibration of the OPO 
 
The output frequency of the OPO is determined by the orientations of both of the etalon 
and the non-linear crystal. When the etalon is oriented perpendicular (e.g.  = 0, where  is the 
etalon tilt angle to the intracavity OPO beam, its transmission spectrum presents a series of lines 
at wavelength defined by Equation (1): 
 
1/(0) = A + B k + C k
2 
+ D k
3   
(1) 
 
where k is an integer which refers to the individual lines. In practice, the line separation is almost 
constant and the parameters C and D are approximate 0. When tilting the etalon, each line is 
shifted according to Equation (2). 
 
1/() = 1/(0) * .....    (2) 
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Figure A11. Main menu panel 
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Figure A12. Program drop-down menu flow chart. Inset represents drop-down menus for IR-
OPO Calibration panel. 
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The OPO spectral resolution is set by the etalon bandwidth which is narrower than the 
nonlinear crystal gain bandwidth. For proper operation of the OPO, the maximum of the crystal 
gain must correspond to the frequency of an etalon line as represented in Equ. 1. The free 
spectral range of the etalon (= frequency separation between the etalon lines) must be larger than 
the crystal gain bandwidth, to avoid the generation of multiple laser lines. 
 
The relation between the crystal orientation and the wavelength of the crystal maximum 
gain is given by the polynomial: 
 
 = a + b* + c*^2 + d*^3 + e*^4+ f*^5 + g*^6 (3) 
 
where  is the crystal tilt angle. 
 
Now, let’s rewrite equation (1) allowing K to be rational as: 
 
1/ = A + B K + C K2 + D K3   (4) 
 
Combining this equation with Equ. (3), we can also relate  to K: 
 
 = a + b* + c*^2 + d*^3 + e*^4+ f*^5 + g*^6  (5) 
 
When K is an integer, Equ. (5) gives the optimum position of the crystal tilt angle for operation 
of the OPO on the line k = INT(K) of the etalon oriented perpendicular to the intra-cavity beam. 
 
When asking the OPO to generate a particular wavelength (, the algorithm will first 
calculate the value K by inverting Equ. (4). The so obtained rational value of K enables to 
calculate the optimum position of the crystal  using Equ. (5). Thereafter, taking the integer part 
of K, k = INT(K) enables to calculate 1/(0), Finally, setting 1/1/() enables to derive 
the optimum tilt angle of the etalon plate using Equ. (2). 
 
Settings and calibration procedure for the LiNbO3/OPO  
 
The calibration procedure described hereafter enables to determine the coefficients of the 
polynonials (1) and (4) which are accessible on the page "settings, device calibration, infrared 
OPO calibration -> settings, calibration parameters ’NL crystal’ and ‘Etalon’" of the infrared 
OPO calibration routine. 
 
These settings must be defined at the installation. *Before beginning any calibrations, it 
is wise to save the current parameters file for later reference*  
 
In page "settings, device calibration, infrared OPO calibration", the spectral range 2.5 to 4 
µm must be selected as shown in Figure A13. The page "settings, calibration parameters, active 
motors" must be configured as shown in Figure A14. 
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The page "settings, calibration parameters, etalon" must be configured as shown in Fig. 
A15. The values in the red boxes are established at the time of installation. The values in the 
green box are determined by the calibration routine. 
 
This Calibration procedure must be done once at the installation the OPO. The first step 
consists in measuring a fringe spectrum. For that purpose a power meter or a piezo plate must be 
placed near the nonlinear crystal, as illustrated in Fig. A16, to measure the idler beam power. 
Fringe measurements can take several hours to acquire. To ensure good alignment of the OPO 
during a fringe measurement, take a low resolution scan first and then move the crystal on an 
extremum near the low energy end of the spectrum where the OPO stops lasing. Optimize the 
piezo plate signal at this location using the cavity length dial. Repeat this to optimize the fringe 
spectrum over the entire region. Now proceed to take the high resolution scan. 
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Figure A13. IR-OPO Calibration Panel. 
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Figure A14. Active motor panel 
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Figure A15. Etalon calibration parameter panel. Red boxes indicate parameters established at 
installation, Green box indicates parameters determined by the calibration routine. 
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Figure A16. Cartoon showing how to take an etalon fringe measurement 
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The power meter or piezo signal can be conveniently acquired by the labview program 
using the Tektronix TDS 210 oscilloscope. The program will read the content of the case 
"value1" calculated in page "measure" for the TDS 210 scope. The settings of the PC RS port 
that must be connected to the TDS scope is configured in page "settings, hardware settings, RS 
settings, oscillo RS port". 
 
Open the window "settings, calibration tools, etalon fringe measurement" and load a 
previous fringe spectrum of the OPO via "file, load fringe spectrum new". The panel shown in 
Figures A16-A18 will open on the screen. The acquisition conditions are defined by the 
parameters in the light blue frame. When clicking on "START ACQUISITION" the etalon will 
first be rotated in position normal to the intracavity beam. The output power spectrum of the 
OPO, as a function of the nonlinear crystal tilt angle, with the etalon is kept immobile, is then 
measured. Once the spectrum is measured, an "extremum detection" routine automatically 
visualizes the extremum of each fringe as a red point using the detection parameters in the red 
frame (Fig. A17). 
 
Once the detection of the fringe extrema has been optimized, the fringe n°0 must be 
identified using the parameters in the yellow frame (Fig. A17). For the LiNbO3, it is convenient 
to identify the fringe number 0 as the second fringe to the right of the missing fringe. The 
numbering of the fringes can be corrected using the tools in the blue frame (Fig. A17). 
 
The frequency of a couple of fringes must then be measured. In practice, you select a 
fringe using the red cursor "EXT. NUM" and click on "MOVE CRYSTAL ON EXTREMUM". 
This will move the crystal to the corresponding tilt angle given by the indicator "position". The 
color of the “ OVE CRYS  L ON EX RE U ” button will darken when the crystal is at the 
selected extremum.  
 
After this operation, you can measure the output frequency of the OPO and read the 
corresponding fringe number in the second frame. The frequency of a fringe is measured by 
catching the reflection of the signal beam off of the etalon in the OPO cavity. This is done using 
the mirror mounted over a large hole (Fig. A20). This mirror is placed in front of the NLC so that 
the pump beam and the OPO signal can pass through without obstruction. The etalon is, by 
design, tilted up slightly with respect to the table normal and the reflection of the idler beam is 
caught by the mirror over the hole. This beam is then reflected to a mirror fixed to the side of the 
OPO axis (Fig. A20) which is used to steer the beam to a third mirror that directs the beam 
through a lens and into a monochromator. The SPEX20 monochromator (with an InGaS 
detector) is then used to measure the frequency of the idler beam, with which the software 
calculates the signal frequency used for the SFG measurements.  
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Figure A17. Etalon fringe measurement  
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Figure A18. Etalon fringe measurement continued 
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Figure A19. Etalon Fringe measurement panel showing good and bad derivative plots. 
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Figure A20. Photographs illustrating how the wavelength of the signal beam in the OPO cavity 
is calibrated. 
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The frequencies of all the fringes will be inferred from a polynomial fit using the 
parameters of the green frame (Fig. A17). This fit, as defined in the white frame gives the 
parameters of Equ. (4). In practice, a polynomial order of 1 or 2 is sufficient to obtain a good fit 
(C and D ~ 0 in Equ. (4)). 
  
Finally, we need to infer the parameters of Equ. 5, which is readily performed in the last 
graph, with the fitting parameters set in the white frame. Here, we usually advise to use a 
polynomial order of 6. 
 
A mistake in the numbering of the fringes (excessive gap etc.) can be detected in the last 
graph (see the yellow arrows, Fig A19) which shows the derivative of the crystal position as a 
function of the fringe number.  
 
The value of the parameters defined by Eqs. 4 and 5 are then transferred to the calibration 
files (settings, calibration parameters, NL crystal and settings, calibration parameters, etalon) by 
clicking on the appropriate buttons (Fig. A18):  
 
"TRANSFER THE POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS OF FIT TO THE MEASURED FRINGE 
FREQUENCIES TO THE ETALON CALIBRATION FILE" 
 
"TRANSFER OF POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS OF THE FIT TO THE CRYSTAL 
DISPLACEMENTS TO THE CRYSTAL CALIBRATION FILE" 
 
“SE  OFFSE   O ZERO” 
 
 
Second calibration 
 
The calibration procedure described above can appear tedious. However this procedure 
must only be done once at the installation of the OPO. If the OPO has been realigned, the 
recalibrating of the OPO is straightforward since the measurement of the fringe frequencies (Fig. 
A20) does not need to be repeated. 
 
1) Check that the OPO motors have been correctly initialized. 
2) Place the piezo power meter as depicted in Fig. A16 
3) Open the window "Etalon fringe measurement"  
4) Load a previous fringe spectrum of the LiNbO3 OPO (FILE). This operation will 
automatically load all the previous parameters. 
5) Measure a fringe spectrum. 
6) Check the proper detection of fringe extrema (Fig A17), of the fringe n°0, and of the 
numbering of the fringes (Figs 17 and 19). 
7) Check the absence of any problems in (Figs. A17-A19). 
8) Click on the "transfer" buttons (Fig. 18). 
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 Figure A21. Excel spreadsheet showing two step calculation used to generate DFG output vs. 
KTP angle polynomial. 
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Calibration of AgGaS2 
 
 The calibration of AgGaS2 is identical to the procedure used for LiNbO3, with one 
exception. AgGaS2 does not a have a characteristic absorption or hole that we can use for 
reference during recalibration. Therefore, it is necessary to measure the wavelength of one fringe 
(Fig. A20) to insure proper assignment of Fringe number zero. To calibrate AgGaS2, select the 
wavelength range 4.0 – 10 μm on the IR OPO Calibration panel (Fig.  13). If you do not select 
the appropriate range, the software will not function properly. Then repeat the steps followed for 
LiNbO3. 
 
Calibration of KTP 
 
 The calibration of KTP is different from LiNbO3/AgGaS2. The KTP OPO does not 
operate with the etalon plate, and so the beam must be intercepted at a different location.  
Without an etalon, the software routine cannot do the calibration for us and we must tell the 
software what the polynomial is for λ as a function K P rotation angle.  
 
The following settings must be defined at the installation. In page "settings, device 
calibration, infrared OPO calibration", the spectral range 10 to 20 µm must be selected. The page 
"settings, calibration parameters, active motors" (Fig. A13, for LiNbO3/AgGaS2) must be 
configured so that the following motors are on: NLC, Mirror 1, Mirror 2, Mirror 3. and DFG 
crystal. Only the Etalon should be in the off position. Make sure the wavelength region at the top 
of the active motors page is the region you are calibrating (10- 20 µm). 
 
Measure the frequency of the KTP OPO as a function of the KTP rotation stage positions. 
For this purpose, send the KTP OPO output beam (idler) beam to a spectrometer and control the 
KTP rotation stage angle with the Labview program "main menu -> settings -> hardware settings 
-> motors -> motor n°0 = NL crystal. The idler beam can be easily intercepted by placing a 
mirror in front of the DFG crystal and blocking the signal beam.  
 
Using Excel or another spreadsheet program, derive the polynomial relation between the 
KTP rotation stage and the DFG stage output wavelength (1/DFG = 1/(1/Idler-(1/1,064-1/Idler)) 
between 10 to 20 µm. 
 
Since the KTP idler frequency relation with respect to the KTP angle, is close to linear, it 
is convenient to first fit this function with a third order polynomial, then convert the polynomial 
coefficients to the relation between the KTP angle and the DFG output frequency. This two step 
process is illustrated in Figure A21. The equation for DFG output vs. crystal position is then 
manually typed in the panel “IR OPO Calibration, Settings, Calibration Parameters, NL crystal”. 
 
 At this point the KTP angle is calibrated, however the long wavelength extension 
involves two steps not needed for LiNbO3 and AgGaS2: calibration of mirror 3 (15M1, Fig. A22) 
and the DFG crystal angle optimization.  
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Figure A22. Schematic showing additional components necessary for 10-20 μm stage. 
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Figure A23.  Photograph of DFG stage with signal (green) and idler (red) drawn in for clarity 
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A.2.6.2 Alignment and Calibration of the DFG stage. 
 
This operation requires the KTP/OPO to be calibrated as described in the preceding 
section 
Overlap of the signal and idler in CdSe: 
 
1) Send the OPO to 13 µm. Check that the (still uncalibrated) mirrors 1 to 3 (15M1) do not 
intercept any laser beam. The etalon must be rotated out of the OPO axis. 
2) Align the idler of the OPO (red line in Fig. A23) to the CdSe crystal, parallel to the OPO axis. 
The beam must pass just a few millimeters off of the mirror (15M3).  
3) Align the signal of the OPO to the CdSe crystal as depicted by the green line. The beam must 
hit mirror 15M3 close to its edge. For this operation the rotation of mirror 3 (15M1) must be 
controlled by the computer. Optimization of the idler and of the signal overlap in the CdSe is 
best adjusted by replacing the CdSe by a target. The angle between the Idler (red line) and signal 
beam (green beam) must be between 0,8 deg and 0,4 deg. 
 
Detection of the DFG beam. 
 
1) Check the path-length of the idler and signal beam from the output face of the KTP crystal to 
the CdSe crystal. Taking account of an extra path length for the idler of 3 mm because of the 
refractive index of the KTP OPO output coupler, equilibrate to the path-lengths using the 
adjustable mount behind the KTP-OPO output coupler (micrometer screw, 15M4). 
2) Phase matching in CdSe: Place a small mirror behind the CdSe crystal, to send the signal and 
idler beam out of the laser Box. Send the OPO to 13 µm. 
 At 1 meter behind the CdSe crystal, the signal and idler beams are separated by appr. 
sin(0.8)=1,3 cm. Rotate the CdSe crystal while monitoring the signal beam power. Phase 
matching of the DFG process is clearly observed as a depletion of the signal beam power of up to 
50%. 
3) Optimization the DFG process: Place the power meter in the path of the DFG beam. Its 
position can be estimated using the following equation: Ddfg-sig = Dsig-idler * 13 µm / 2,317 
µm, where Ddfg-sig and Dsig-idler are the signal versus idler and signal versus DFG beam 
separation at the position of the detector, respectively (see the following figure). Maximize the 
DFG beam intensity by optimizing the idler beam path delay (micrometer screw C), the vertical 
overlap of the signal and idler beam in the CdSe crystal (vertical angle of mirror B), the lateral 
overlap of the signal and idler (rotation of mirror 3), the phase matching in CdSe (rotation of the 
CdSe crystal). Optimization of the mirror 3 and CdSe rotation stage angle is best achieved using 
the "single motor scan" routine, that will read the DFG output power as a function of the rotation 
stage angle (see section on using the single motor scan routine). 
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Calibration of the DFG stage. 
 Calibration of the DFG stage involves two additional steps: phase matching in the CdSe 
crystal and optimization of the lateral overlap in the CdSe crystal. Unfortunately, both need to be 
simultaneously optimized, resulting in an iterative process.  
  
 Start by calibrating the pointing mirror 3 (15M1). For this use the mirror 3 calibration 
program (IR OPO Calibration, Settings, Device Calibration, Mirror 3). This routine will account 
for movement of the KTP signal beam as a function of crystal rotation angle.  For the first 
iteration, it may be easier to replace the CdSe crystal with an aperture to optimize the signal 
beam position. The mirror 3 calibration routine will scan a number of KTP angles (wavelengths) 
and find the optimum position of mirror 3 to maintain its position on the CdSe crystal. This is 
same routine that is used to optimize the laser pointing of mirror 1 and mirror 2, but the 
polynomial is transfered to the mirror 3 parameters. Determine the best fit polynomial to 
adequately account for beam movement. Click the ”transfer polynomial to parameter file” 
button. 
 
 Reinsert the CdSe crystal. As you did when optimizing the overlap in the CdSe, it may be 
easiest to detect the depletion of the signal beam. Set up your detector as yo did in that case. 
Using the CdSe crytal calibration routine, optimize the CdSe angle at several wavelengths and 
transfer that polynomial.  
 
 Without removing the CdSe crystal or changing your detection scheme, reperform the 
mirror 3 calibration using the signal depletion to monitor overlap in the CdSe crystal. Transfer 
this polynomial. Repeat the CdSe calibration one more time and the calibration of the DFG stage 
should be complete.  
 One last step remains distinct from LiNbO3/AgGaS2. To redirect the DFG output to 
mirror 1, you may need to adjust the pointing of 15M5. After this the IR radiation is behaves 
similar to that obtained from LiNbO3/AgGaS2. 
 
A.2.6.3 Alignment of laser pointing, Mirror 1 and Mirror 2 
 
 Mirror 1 (M10) and mirror 2 (M11) are used to keep the IR radiation traveling along the 
same path irregardless of wavelength.  
 
 To calibrate mirror 1, select the desired wavelength range on the IR OPO calibration 
panel (Fig. A13). Next mask mirror 2 (M11) so that only a slit 1-2 mm wide exposes the very 
middle of mirror 2. If the alignment laser has been calibrated, insure the HeNe is incident on the 
unmasked part of mirror 2. Set the ophir power meter to detect the radiation reflected off mirror 
2 as shown in Fig A24.   
 
 Open the mirror 1 position routine (IR OPO calibration, Settings, Device Calibration, 
mirror 1 position). Enter the wavelengths into the spots shown by the green box in Fig. A25. 
Determine what range of motor angles you need to scan and enter these values into the 
appropriate entries highlighted by the blue box (Fig.  25) Click “Start  cquisition”. When the 
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scan is finished adjust the extremum properties (red box, Fig. A25) to best describe the center of 
the detected peaks. Determine the polynomial (white box) that best fits the motor angle vs. 
wavelength plot. When you are happy with the calibration polynomial, click the Transfer button. 
This optimization must be performed for each of the wavelength ranges on the IR OPO 
calibration panel. To save time in the future a completed scan can be saved under the file menu. 
This saved scan can be loaded to help you remember what angles, wavelengths and polynomial 
best calibrated the motor.  
 
 Mirror 2 is calibrated using a similar routine, just select mirror 2 position from the device 
calibration menu. Remove the mask from mirror 2. The main difference between mirror1 and 
mirror 2 is the location of the detector, shown in Fig. y. The detector should be as far as 
reasonably possible from mirror 2. A good spot is at the IR focusing mirror (L9). Restricting the 
spot size with an aperture in front of the power meter will produce a good calibration.  
 
 After calibrating the laser pointing, the IR beam is ready for use. 
 
A.2.6.4 Calibrating the alignment laser 
  
 To this point we have mentioned use of the alignment laser and we will now discuss how 
to calibrate it. The alignment laser calibration consists of values for mirror 1 and mirror 2 that 
result in an external (HeNe) laser that follows the same path as the IR laser. The HeNe is 
reflected from a mirror on the edge of the laser table near the oscillator so it is incident on mirror 
1. The angle of mirror 1 is established that directs the HeNe to the center of mirror 2. The mirror 
2 angle is determined that results in the desired IR path. These values are entered directly into the 
alignment laser calibration parameters (IR OPO Calibration, Settings, Device Parameters, 
Alignment laser). To insert the alignment laser click on the button on the “main menu” (Fig. 
A11). To remove the alignment laser, send the OPO to the desired wavelength. 
 
 Be sure to close the oscillator shutter before inserting the alignment laser to avoid 
unguided laser reflections from the pump beam or damage to the NLC crystals.  
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Figure A24. Diagram showing mask and power meter set-up for mirror 1 calibration. 
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Figure A25. Motor position measurement routine. 
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A.2.7 SFG mixing optics 
 
 The SFG experiment requires that two pulses of light overlap in time and space for the 
sum frequency photon to be generated. This section deals with the experimental reality of 
accomplishing this. 
 
A2.7.1 Synchronization line 
  
 You may have noticed that the path length of the infrared beam appears considerably 
longer than the visible beam. This is in fact true. To account for this we need the visible path 
length to be the same or in integer multiple differences (the length of the oscillator / OPO 
cavity). To accomplish this, a delay line is added to the visible path (syncronization line, Fig. 
A6). From the beam splitter (BS, Fig. A6) the path length of the IR is measured to the NLC and 
then to mirror 1 and on to the sample. It is not necessary to include the OPO cavity as the photon 
is generated at the NLC when the pump beam is incident. It is necessary to include correction for 
passing through materials with different refractive indices, such as the NLC, the SHG2 crystal, 
and the prism. This measurement should be accurate to less than 3 mm. The position of the sync 
line can be adjusted using the micrometer on the base to fine tune the delay.  
 
 For KTP/DFG the delay needs to be considerably longer. To accommodate this, two 
flipper mirrors (F2 and F3) and a fixed mirror (15M6) are added to the visible path (Fig. A22). 
To divert the beam, flip up the flipper mirrors. When using LiNbO3/AgGaS2, make sure the 
flipper mirrors are down.   
 
A2.7.2 Sample alignment 
 
 The most important thing to remember when aligning a sample is to maintain the desired 
geometry. The incident and reflected angles of the IR and visible beams should be measured and 
marked on the table. If the IR and visible beams follow the desired paths and overlap on the 
sample, then it should be not painful to find the SFG signal. This is done by adjusting the vertical 
and horizontal tilts of the sample and the steering mirror (M13). The path from the steering 
mirror into the spectrometer can be aligned using the green laser (The SFG and visible beams are 
very close in our copropagating geometry). Initially, the green beam should hit the center of the 
steering mirror, the center of the diaphragm (D7), and the center of the focusing lens (L11). If 
this condition is properly met, the SFG signal should be found by adjusting only the tilts of the 
sample. Commonly, the visible spot is displaced ca. 1-1.5 cm to the left of the opening in the 
diaphragm (D7). This arrangement is shown graphically in Figure A26.  
 
 To optimize the path from the steering mirror to the PMT, gradually close the slits (there 
are 4 of them) on the spectrometer and adjust the steering mirror tilt and the lens (L9) position. 
In practice it is generally sufficient to use the entrance slit to optimize the steering mirror and the 
last slit to optimize the lens position. The remaining slits can be optimized to reduce bleed 
through between the sample and reference channels in the spectrometer.  
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 It is important to properly reference your spectrum to account for variation in laser 
intensity with wavelength and stability. This can be done in a couple of ways. The reflected IR 
can be monitored or a simultaneous SFG signal can be produced using Cleartran (GaAs). Both 
arrangements are shown in Fig. A26.  
 
A2.7.3 Polarization control 
 
 The polarization of the beams is an important parameter for understanding your SFG 
results.  
 
The IR radiation that exits the OPO is s-polarized. The telescope that changes the height 
of the IR beam also converts it to p-polarized light. For experiments involving metal surfaces, 
this is the only polarization that is significant. If you need s-polarized IR, a little creativity is 
required. 
 
The polarization of the visible beam is controlled by a half wave plate after the focusing 
lens (L10). Rotation of the wave plate 45° will effectively change the polarization for “p” to “s” 
or vice versa. 
 
The polarization of the SFG is less clear. To completely filter the SFG signal, a glan 
polarizer should be used. However, the gratings in the spectrometer are more efficient for S-
polarized light. As a result, a wave plate (HWP) is found after D7 that rotates p to s polarization 
for the commonly used ppp polarization combination. If one desired the s-polarized component, 
simply align the optical axis of waveplate (rotate it 45°).  
 
 These manipulations allow easy access to the PPP and SSP polarization combinations. 
The following values serve as a reference for the polarization settings. 
 
PPP polarization: 
 Visible wave plate: 145° 
 SFG signal wave plate: 241° 
 
SSP polarization: 
 Visible wave plate: 100° 
 SFG signal wave plate: 200° 
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Figure A26. Sample alignment with spectroelectrochemical cell. IR (red), visible (green), and 
SFG (blue) beams are drawn in for clarity. 
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A.2.8 Boxcar 
 
The 2 channel gate averager measures the integral of the signal sent to the BNC Channel 
A and Channel B, receptively. The signal integral in performed during a temporal window that 
can be visualized on the "GATE" BNC. The generation of temporal window is triggered by the 
negative edge of the signal sent to the BNC "trigger". The output "COM. MOD." of the laser 
control card is adequate to trigger the gate averager. The delay and width of the temporal 
window must be adjusted by the front panel knobs in order to match the PM signal to be 
integrated. 
 
The temporal window is the same for the 2 channels. 
 
Each channel has an independent gain from x1 to x 64 and an independent offset. 
The display shows the signal integral for each channel digitally as in the form of a barograph. 
 
The displayed values may result from an averaging. The averaging is calculated by 
weighting each value by a factor decreasing exponentially for the oldest measurements. If the 
averaging is set to one, the displayed value corresponds to the last unaveraged value. 
 
The gain, offset and averaging of the displayed values can be modified by the front panel 
knobs. Use the knob "SELECT" to move the cursor under the appropriate indicator, and change 
its value using the knobs "+" or "-". The sensitivity with which you can change the offset value is 
defined by the number behind "OS". Clicking on "+" or on "-" while the cursor is under the 
character O will result in transfering of averaged value to the offset value, e.g. to an automatic 
zeroing the signal. 
 
The software controls for the boxcar are shown in Fig. A27. 
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Figure A27. Main menu controls for Boxcar (a) oscilloscope and (b) gate averager. 
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A.3. Maintenance and Troubleshooting  
 
 As with most things in life, a little patience and diagnostics can save you a lot of pain and 
suffering later. When the laser has a problem, there are several things to check before you start 
tweaking things. If you moved something (either accidentally or on purpose) and a problem 
developed, then starting with what you moved is a good idea. If the laser suddenly stops 
working, here are a few diagnostics to check. 
 
A.3.1 Diagnosing Laser Problems.  
 
A.3.1.1 Decrease in OPO Output 
 Since output is how we measure laser performance, measuring the OPO output is 
generally a good indicator of laser performance.  
 
Small decrease: As the flashlamps in the amplifier degrade, the OPO output (as a 
function of Flashlamp 2 voltage) will decrease. This decrease should be slow. Increasing 
the voltage of Flashlamp 2 should solve this problem. This problem can be verified by 
measuring the OPO pump power and comparing with previous values (measurements 
from the start of the session). 
 
Large decrease or no Output: A large change in OPO output is diagnostic of a bigger 
problem.  
-First, verify the OPO pump power. If the pump power is extremely low, then the 
problem is not the OPO (SO DON’   DJUS   HE OPO!).  
-If the pump power is normal, then check the output of PHD4, to see if the OPO is 
lasing or not (see Verifying OPO function). If the crystal is lasing, then verify the 
operation and calibration of mirror 1, mirror 2, the NLC, and the Etalon (if appropriate). 
If there is no signal from PHD4, the battery is likely dead (see A.3.6 Replacing 
photodiode batteries). If the signal from the OPO looks strange, block the input to the 
amplifier and check the operation of the AOM (see A.3.2. Adjustment of the AOM). 
-If the crystal is not lasing, verify the operation of the OPO shutter and make sure 
M9 and the NLC are at the appropriate settings. Only now should you consider adjusting 
the mirrors or calibration of the OPO. 
 
A.3.1.2 Decrease in OPO pump power 
 A decrease in OPO pump power is indicative of a problem with either the oscillator or the 
amplifier. A decrease in OPO pump power should also be accompanied by a decrease in the 
intensity of the visible light. If the green light is good, but OPO pump power is low, examine the 
beam splitter (BS) for damage. (This would be extremely unusual). 
 
Examine the polarizer. The Brewster angle polarizer (pol) consists of a glass slide at an 
angle such that s-polarized light is reflected and p-polarized light is transmitted. This 
slide sometimes slips in its mount and blocks the beam.  
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Measure the Oscillator output and pulse train stability. Assemble the photodiode as 
shown in Figure A7. The pulse train should appear as shown in Figure A9. If the pulse 
train is erratic, there should also be a large amount of flicker coming from the SHG1 
crystal. If both these conditions are true, then this indicates there is something wrong with 
the oscillator. The first thing to do try is to very delicately tweak the vertical tilt of the 
SHG1 crystal. If stability returns, then the problem is solved. If adjustment of SHG1 fails 
to resolve the problem, you will need to contact Euroscan (see the section below on 
Oscillator realignment).   
 
Verify the function of the AOM. If the oscillator is functioning properly, another problem 
could be the AOM. This can be checked by looking for the cut in the pulse train from 
PHD4 in the OPO cavity. If the pulse train looks like Fig. A9, then the AOM is not 
functioning and this is VERY BAD. The high energy peaks must be cut. See the next 
section on Adjustment of the AOM. 
 
AOM and Oscillator Working, but amplifier power is low. This indicates the problem is 
likely in the amplifier. There are two things to check: 
 -First, if the flashlamps are old, they probably need to be changed. Typical 
flashlamps will last 6 months to a year, depending on use. 
-Second, adjust the delay for Flashlamp 1. This controls the timing between 
Flashlamp 1 and Flashlamp 2. If the delay is wrong, the oscillator beam will not be 
amplified. The observation of a depletion of the oscillator beam after the amplifier is an 
indicator the amplifier is not functioning properly.  
 -Third, check to insure both flashlamps are firing in the amplifier. You should see 
a flash above and below the YAG rod. If not, a broken flashlamp may be the problem. A 
broken flashlamp may also be accompanied by leakage from the laser head. See the 
section on changing flashlamps.  
 
A.3.1.3 Oscillator realignment 
IT IS WORTH NOTING THAT THIS SHOULD ONLY BE PERFORMED IF THE 
OSCILLATOR IS NOT LASING AND ALL OTHER OPTIONS HAVE BEEN EXHAUSTED.   
 
As of 2012, contacting Euroscan and Andre Peremans (who no longer works for 
Euroscan) has proven to be a fairly useless endeavor.  These two are at odds with one another 
and typically offer no help, or offer promises of help then go into communication silence for up 
to a year.   
 
If there is no oscillator output and adjustment of the SHG1 crystal does not fix the 
problem then a realignment of the oscillator may be necessary.  If there is any green light at all 
near the SHG1 crystal this realignment IS NOT NECESSARY.  This was necessary in 
2011/2012 due to the removal and repair of the AOML from the oscillator cavity and/after 
complete loss of the oscillator lase.  
 
The best way to visualize the oscillator axis is to align two HeNe beams through the 
“front” and the “back” of the oscillator.  For the purposes of this realignment the “front” is 
defined as the output coupler side and the “back” is the  O L side. It will be necessary to mark 
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the locations of the two GaAs limiter plates and move them out of the beam path in order to 
visualize the HeNe beams.  It is also easier to visualize the HeNe beams if both LA and M1 are 
marked and removed from the front side.  The two HeNe beams should pass through all the 
optics and the centers of the irises.  The YAG head does not appear to be level with the laser 
table as it slightly redirects the beam, so the beam will not be dead on when coming from the 
front side.   
 
Because the AOML was repaired and reinserted into the oscillator cavity it was necessary 
to realign the mode locker. This was accomplished by switched the Intraaction box from 
“pulsed” to “CW”.   his allows for visualization of the diffracted orders of the HeNe.   he front 
side adjustment is the critical one.  Tweak this to optimize the center line and the diffracted 
orders.  The best way was to use the back side HeNe and open D1 to visualize the diffracted 
orders at D2.   
 
Even with this adjustment there was no lase in the oscillator.  To get the oscillator to lase 
the end mirrors needed to be adjusted (DM and M).   
 
For the DM:  
Using the front side HeNe the back reflections off the DM were visualized to center the 
desired reflection on the cavity axis.  The best way to do this was to place a pinhole card close to 
the mirror reflecting the HeNe into the oscillator.  Then the HeNe was passed through the hole 
and the back reflections imaged on the card.  Because the DM is a wedge there are multiple back 
reflections.  The brightest is off the wedged side and the second brightest is the reflection off the 
oscillator side of the DM.  Adjust the DM to back reflect this second brightest reflection through 
the pinhole.   
 
For the back side mirror (M): 
 Because of space restrictions on the laser table it is easier to use the front side HeNe for 
the back mirror as well.  The beam should be passed through the AOML, off the mirror, back 
through the AOML, and then towards the output coupler.  D1 should be opened during this.  
Using the pinhole card/iris technique you can visualize the back reflections near D2.  There will 
be 2 reflections off the high reflectivity mirror because it is optimized for 1064 nm light and not 
the 633 nm HeNe light.  The reflections will not be as far apart as on the DM though.  It should 
be the higher brightness reflection that is off the AOML side face, but when it was performed in 
2012 the dimmer reflection was what gave rise to the oscillator lasing.  So it is best to perform 
this alignment after the DM.   
 
If both end mirrors are adjusted the system should have enough gain to lase even if 
everything else is slightly out of alignment.  After lasing is achieved the oscillator will need to be 
tweaked to optimize the oscillator output as described elsewhere in this manual.  When 
reinserting the GaAs plates the back side plate should be aligned such that the reflection goes 
into the photodiode located nearby.  This can be performed with the HeNe or by looking at the 
trigger signal on the oscilloscope and optimizing the signal.   
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A.3.2. Adjustment of the AOM. 
 
A.3.2.1 Optimization of the modulator diffraction. 
Supply the power to the modulator and place a paper in front of the oscillator-feedback-
photodiode (PHD1) in order to let the modulator diffract at maximum efficiency during the 
complete oscillator train. In that situation, the modulator orientation must be optimized in order 
to optimize its diffraction efficiency. This diffraction efficiency can be monitored by following 
the photodiode signal which intercepts the beam in front of the amplifier (Fig. A28). The phase-
matching in the modulator is highly sensitive to the modulator orientation in the vertical plane, 
but orientation in the horizontal plane must be optimized as well to keep the beam approximately 
aligned with the gold plated electrode on the modulator crystal. At optimum tuning, a black 
horizontal line of maximum diffraction efficiency can be observed in the center of the beam 
which impacts on the fluorescent infrared sensor -placed in front of the amplifier. 
 
A.3.2.2 Selection of the flat tail of oscillator train. 
 
The driver of the A&A modulator must receive a 0-5V gate signal on the "MOD IN" 
input to order him to diffract the beam. This signal 0-5 V can be read at the oscillator-feedback-
photodiode BNC connector (Trigger signal, see Fig. A29, photodiode blocked). Its duty cycle (1 
ms/40 ms) must remain low to avoid thermal damage at the modulator crystal-electrode.  
 
If the trigger signal is present, but not going all the way to 0 V it is most likely a problem 
with the placement of PhD1. 
 
The action of the oscillator-feedback-photodiode is to ground that signal when the 
oscillator is lasing (see Fig. A7, photodiode blocked) in order to let the beam go to the amplifier. 
However the limited speed of the acoustic wave in the modulator will result in a delay that will 
cut the first part of the train. This delay must be controled by adjusting the height of the A&A 
modulator in order to properly select the flat and stable part of the train (Fig. A30). 
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Figure A28. Diagram of monitoring pulse train while adjusting AOM 
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Figure A29. Response from oscillator feedback photodiode (PHD1) and signal used to trigger 
AOM. Blocking this photodiode eliminates the trigger signal. 
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FigureA30. Oscilloscope displays from external photodiode showing proper AOM adjustment. 
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A.3.3 Replacing the AgGaS2 crystal 
  
 The AgGaS2 crystal used to generate tunable IR in the range from 3.5-10 μm suffers from 
surface damage after use. The damage is evident by a decrease in OPO output power and a dark 
mark on the face of the crystal. The damage is accelerated at high pump powers and longer 
wavelengths. The crystal can be translated, both horizontally and vertically, to renew the output 
power. Small changes in the position do not require recalibration. At some point there will be no 
undamaged spots, and then the crystal will need to be repolished and recoated by Altechna Co. 
LTD. (Do not attempt this yourself)  
 
Crystal coating: 
1 side: AR@ 1.064, +1.2-1.45 micron 
2 side: AR@ 1.064, +1.2-1.45 micron and 3-9 micron 
 
To replace the crystal:  
1. Turn off the Euroscan box. 
2. Disconnect the power to the heater at where it connects to Shutter/Photodiode control 
block. 
3. Remove the x-y translator from the mechanical motor stage. There are 4 bolts at the 
base where the translator connects to the rotation plate. Set the translation stage on a 
Kimwipe. 
4. Examine the crystal for a mark (scratch on one corner) and note the location of the 
mark to the translation stage (this is important for reorienting the new crystal).Using a 
pair of tweezers, remove the Cu foil wedge holding the AgGaS2 crystal into the 
translator.  Be careful not to disturb the LiNbO3 or KTP crystals.  
5. Place the repolished crystal (we have 2, one to use and one to be sent for repolishing) 
so that the mark is oriented the same as the removed crystal.  
6. Reinsert the Cu foil to hold the crystal in place. Make sure the edge of the foil does not 
obstruct the faces of the crystal. 
7. Reattach the translation stage to the mechanical motor. 
8. Reconnect the heater plug. 
9. Turn on the Euroscan box. 
10. Check to back reflection from the crystal face. The tilt of the crystal should be such 
that the reflection is 1 cm away from the pump beam at the IR telescope. This prevents 
back reflection into the amplifier and resulting damage. 
11. Recalibrate the AgGaS2 OPO.  
 
IF the mark on the crystal is no longer evident, you will need to determine the optical axis 
of the crystal and insert it properly. First of all there are 4x2 possible orientations for the crystal 
in the holder resulting in the polished faces in the right place. Among these 8 possibilities only 4 
will enable the OPO to lase. The "Z" axis of the crystal, which is parallel to 2 of the 4 unpolished 
faces but tilted with respect to the polished faces, must be in the plane horizontal to the table. 
 
If the OPO lases, this means you have selected one of these 4 good positions. It is 
possible with very good light to see/guess the VERY VERY small birefringence of the crystal. 
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To do this, put the crystal on a piece of paper with lines and look for which crystal orientation 
the lines are blurred. Do the experiment in good light so that your eyes can see the lines with 
good resolution. The blurred lines are perpendicular to the Unpolished face parallel to Z axis, 
e.g; to the UN-polished faces that must be place either on top or on the bottom. 
 
When the crystal Z axis is well parallel to the optical table, it can be pointing to the right 
or to the left. The two different situations will induce larger or smaller wavelength for clockwise 
rotation of the crystal, respectively. There is no simple way to know the behavior in advance, 
except to try. If you chose the incorrect way, put the "top" unpolished face at the bottom (and the 
bottom to the top). 
 
Once the correct orientation is determined, replace the mark to identify the proper crystal 
orientation. The two final possible positions (rotation of 180° around a vertical axis) are 
equivalent for the behavior of the OPO. 
 
It is important to have the right behavior of the OPO, otherwise, the "mirror 1" cannot 
catch the idler beam over the complete spectral range of 10 µm. This is because the refraction 
and the DFG wavevector equation add up to move the idler beam off of mirror 1 around 10 µm. 
 
A.3.4 Changing Flashlamps 
 
 After a while the OPO output power will diminish to the point that the OPO can no 
longer be pumped effectively. By this the OPO pump power will be below the threshold lasing 
value. This happens because the flashlamps in the amplifier burn out. The oscillator flashlamp 
runs on minimal power and has shown no decrease in performance with time. 
 
You will need to order 2 lamps. Replace with either Quantel flashlamp FL611-09 or 
Kentek flashlamp LQY-09. 
 
The flashlamps in the amplifier can be easily replaced without perturbing the alignment 
of the system. It is important to be careful when doing this, because if you break a flashlamp in 
the head you will have a bigger problem. The following steps explain the simple steps to change 
the amplifier flashlamps. Figures A31-36 depict the process. 
 
1. Turn off the laser, especially the Quantel box and unplug the Quantel box from the 
transformer. 
2. Remove the power supply from the top of Flashlamp 2. This unit just lifts off the top of 
the flashlamp. 
3. Remove the white protective caps from the front and back of the flashlamp by 
withdrawing the white vinyl screws on the sides. This will expose the electrical 
connections from the power supply to the flashlamp.  
4. Remove the white plastic tubes snugged in between the electrode connections  
5. Make sure to note which connection corresponds to the top and the bottom on the front 
and back of the flashlamp and disconnect the electrode connections.  
6. Remove the Teflon retainer on the front of the flashlamp by removing the 4 screws on 
the edges. Leave the back retainer in place. Be careful as you slide the Teflon retainer off 
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the ends of the flashlamp as not to break the flashlamps. If possible remove the black o-
rings (front and back) before trying to slide the retainer, this will let the retainer slide 
easier. 
7. Gently pull the flashlamps out of the head, by pulling on the electrode with a pair of 
needle-nose pliers. The flashlamp should be snug, but slide with a little effort. You don’t 
need superman. IF THE FLASHLAMP IS STUCK, IT IS PROBABLY BROKEN. 
Notice as you remove the flashlamp the Teflon spacer and o-ring on the lamp. Save these 
for the new lamp (lamps ordered from Quantel come with replacement hardware, generic 
lamps do not). Make note of the positive and negative electrodes of the flashlamps. They 
do have to be inserted properly. There a small differences between the anode and the 
cathode in both Quantel and generic lamps.  
8. Insert the new flashlamps into the head with the proper polarity. As the flashlamp 
starts to come out the back, roll the black o-ring onto it as you gently push it into place. 
The back side of the flashlamp is tight for space, so have the electrode connector ready to 
slide onto the lamp as you slide it in.  
9. On the front of the lamp replace the Teflon o-ring and spacer in the same order you 
took them off. 
10. Slide the Teflon retained plate onto the the new flashlamps and snug down the screws 
that hold it in place. 
11. Replace the black o-rings on the front of the flashlamps. 
12. Reconnect the electrode connections on the front side.  
13. Reinsert the white tubes.  
14. Replace the white caps and gently snug the vinyl screws down. 
15. Reattach the power supply. 
16. Plug the Quantel box back into the transformer and turn on.  
 
If a flashlamp breaks in the head, you may need to do something more drastic. Try to remove the 
pieces of the flashlamp carefully. If the ends break off on both sides, leaving pieces trapped in 
the middle, you will have to take the head apart as follows:  
 
BEFORE YOU BEGIN PLACE BLOCKS TO DENOTE THE POSITION OF THE HEAD, 
THIS WILL SAVE YOU TIME REALIGNING LATER. 
  
1. Remove top HV plug (2 screws). Notice the way you have to reinstall it (+ and - sides) 
2. Put the head vertically on a flat table 
3. Remove metallic end plate (A) in Fig. A37. Notice the way you have to reinstall it 
4. Remove metallic part (B). Notice the way you have to reinstall it 
5. At this step the rod is still fixed via the other side of the laser head 
6. Gently install the laser head horizontally 
7. Try to push the glass part and to exit it by the side you have disassembled 
8. If it is still difficult to remove it, remove rod o-ring located around rod extremity, on 
the metallic part (C) 
9. Remove part (C) 
10. At this step, you should be able to remove the broken glass parts 
11. Reinstall part (C) 
12. Reinstall o-ring 
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13. If rod face is dirty, gently clean it with ethanol 
14. Reinstall part (B) and part (A) 
* Note that all metallic parts A, B & C need to be installed with its big diameter black o-
ring, don't forget this o-ring 
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Figure A31. Fully assembled amplifier head 
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Figure A32. Amplifier with White plastic caps removed revealing retainer plate and electrode 
connections 
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Figure A33. Removal of Retainer plate 
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Figure A34. Removal of flashlamps 
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Figure A35. Back of flashlamp during reinstallation. 
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Figure A36. Used flashlamps with electrodes marked. 
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Figure A37. Laser Head construction diagram. 
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A.3.5 Refilling the Cooling Group  
The cooling group has a reservoir of water that must be monitored periodically. There is a 
window on the front that displays the current level. If the level is low, unscrew the CGU from the 
rack and slide about half way out. There is a screw cap on the top of the CGU that allows you to 
fill the reservoir. There is also a filter in the CGU that should  
be replaced periodically. 
 
A.3.6 Replacing Photodiode batteries 
 
 The photodiodes, shutters, and the heater are all powered by 9 V batteries located in the 
photodiode/shutter control box mounted on the optical table (Fig. A38). The back of this box can 
be removed revealing a bunch of wires and batteries wrapped in electrical tape. If a photodiode 
stops functioning, it is likely the battery needs to be replaced. Attempt to follow the wires from 
the malfunctioning photodiode to the appropriate battery. Untape the battery, replace, and retape 
the battery before reinserting it into the control box. It is a good idea to check the battery voltage 
with a multimeter to make sure you are replacing the dead battery. Replace the back cover. 
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Figure A38. Photodiode, Shutter, and crystal heater control box. 
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A.4. Typical settings 
 
Setting* LiNbO3 AgGaS2 KTP/CdSe 
NLC vertical 13.0 0-7.5 14.0 
NLC horizontal 0 variable 5.5 
M9 lateral position 16.0 16.0 0 
M9 cavity length 16.2 5.54 9.1 
M9 vertical tilt 3.90 3.895 3.68 
M9 horizontal tilt 2.96 2.975 2.5 
CdSe phase match -- -- 6.67 
Sync. Line 7.10 (6.00) 11.20 ? 
Normal output
†
  15-25 mW 10-2 mW
††
 3 mW 
Table A1. Typical OPO settings for each of the Nonlinear crystals. * These values 
correspond to the OPO using the etalon plate. 
† 
The output power indicates the typical usable 
level. 
†† 
The wide range for AgGaS2 indicates decreasing output at longer wavelengths. 
 
A.5. Contact and Vendor Information. 
 
EUROSCAN INSTRUMENTS S.A.  
13 rue de la Sitrée  
B-5020 Vedrin (Namur)  
Belgium  
TEL. + 32 - 81 - 200836  
FAX. + 32 - 81 - 200836  
euroscan.sa@skynet.be 
 
Dr. André Peremans 
Laboratoire de Spectroscopie Moléculaire de Surface (LASMOS) Facultés  
Universitaires Notre-Dame de La Paix Rue de Bruxelles, 61 - B 5000  
Namur (Belgique)  
Tel. +32-81-724713 
Other Tel. +32-81-725482 
Mobile/home Tel. 9-011-32-486-264296 (?) 
Fax : +32-81-724718 
andre.peremans@fundp.ac.be 
 
QUANTEL SA 
17 Avenue de l'Atlantique - BP 23 
91941 Les Ulis - FRANCE 
Tel : +33 1 69 29 17 57 
Fax: +33 1 69 29 17 06 
 
Thierry Lehoux 
thierry.lehoux@quantel.fr 
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Frédéric Devedeux  
frederic.devedeux@quantel.fr 
 
Quantel’s US representative: 
Mr Jim Gillam 
Big Sky Laser; Bozemann, MT 
jgillam@bigskylaser.com 
 
ALTECHNA CO. LTD. 
Konstitucijos Ave. 23A-230 
LT-08105 Vilnius, Lithuania 
Tel: +370 5 2725738 
Fax: +370 5 2723704 
altechna@lux.lt 
 
THE KENTEK CORPORATION 
1 Elm Street 
Pittsfield, NH 03263 
Tel: 603 435 7201 
    800 432 2323 
Fax: 603 435 7441 
www.kentek-laser.com   
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Figure A39. Quantel Electronics connections 
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APPENDIX B 
Stress Measurements of Silicon Using Raman Spectroscopy 
 
Preface: I began examining the stresses of a crystalline Si electrode upon lithiation using Raman 
spectroscopy.  The use of the Gewirth Raman instrument, the FS-MRL Raman instrument, and 
the newly obtained FS-MRL confocal Raman microscope resulted in some interesting initial 
results.  Unfortunately due to time I did not have the ability to pursue these results further and so 
the results were not published in papers.  This is an archive of the experiments, thought 
processes, and future directions of the stress measurements.   
 
B.1. Introduction  
 Silicon based anodes are considered to be one of the most promising choices for the next 
generation of high energy Li-ion batteries.
1
  As detailed in the preceding chapters of this 
dissertation, Si undergoes large volumetric expansion (up to 400%) when electrochemically 
lithiated, which is responsible for mechanical cracking and electrochemical capacity fading in 
electrodes.  As a result, measurements of the stress evolution in the electrode is especially 
important for the design of electrodes.
2
  A wide variety of stress measurements have been made 
in the past, some dealing with Li-ion electrodes.
3-8
  These measurements were based on a 
cantilever beam-bending method, in which curvature of the substrate is used to calculate stress in 
a film deposited on it through the Stoney equation.  The method works by reflecting a laser beam 
off the substrate surface (with the electrochemically active film deposited); when the substrate 
acquires curvature due to the film stress, the position of the reflected beam on a position 
sensitive photo-detector changes.  Lang et. al. carried out an analysis of this method and have 
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found that severe errors in stress measurement can result if the incident angles and refractive 
indices of all media through which the laser beam travels are not known accurately.
9
  Also this 
technique is extremely sensitive to vibrations which reduce the signal-to-noise.  Recent studies, 
specifically from the Guduru group at Brown University, have employed a multi-beam optical 
sensor technique to circumvent the vibration issue by employing an array of parallel laser beams 
and monitoring the relative change between them.
10
  Several studies using both of these methods 
on Si have been reported.
10-14
  Both methods are limited to thin films deposited on 
electrochemically inert thin substrates and are influenced strongly by the mechanical properties 
of the substrate.  Because of these limitations it is attractive to use a technique that is not 
restricted by these limitations.  Stephen Harris et. al. have used ex situ Raman spectroscopy to 
monitor the stress states of Si wafers and particles through the changes in the crystalline phonon 
mode.
15,16
  His 2004 paper showed the feasibility of ex situ Raman to use high quality pseudo-
Voigt fitting to determine a high precision line center position, despite modest spectral 
resolution.  Such a high precision is required to carry out this work.   
 The objective of this work was to demonstrate in situ stress measurements using the 
crystalline phonon mode of Si, as demonstrated by Harris.  The baseline and controls of these 
measurements are crucial and necessary to accurately determine changes.  Based on the drastic 
effects seen, chapter 4 of this dissertation, on the first cycle electrochemical lithiation from 
different types of dopants (n-type vs. p-type); it is expected that differences in the surface stress 
measurements between n-type and p-type wafers will be evident using this technique.  
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B.2. Experimental 
Three different instruments were used to collect Raman data pertaining to stress 
measurements.   he first instrument to be used was the ‘Gewirth Raman instrument’.   he 
instrument was detailed in the experimental section (chapter 2).  Briefly it consists of a HeNe 
laser (632.8 nm, Meredith Instruments) excitation source projected onto the sample at 45°.  The 
scattered light was collected by a camera lens and further focused into the detector using a 
second lens.  An edge filter was placed near the slit entrance of the monochromator to exclude all 
Rayleigh radiation.  The monochromator used was a SpectraPro 2300i controlled by SpectraPro 
software with a 1200 grooves/mm grating that dispersed radiation onto a CCD detector (Andor) 
cooled to -60°C.  The system was calibrated by obtaining a spectrum from a neon spectral 
calibration lamp (Newport Calibration).   
 he Frederick Seitz aterials Research Laboratory’s (FS-MRL) Raman setup in the laser 
lab facilities was also used to collect Raman data pertaining to stress measurements.  This 
instrument will be referred to as the ‘ RL Raman instrument’.    532 nm diode laser excitation 
source was projected onto the sample at approximately 45°.  The laser beam was passed through 
a filter to exclude all radiation except the Rayleigh line and was then focused onto the sample.  
The incident power of the beam was measured before the sample and could be adjusted using an 
adjustable neutral density filter apparatus.  Typical experiments used an excitation power of 20 
mW, as measured with a power meter near the sample position.  The scattered light was collected 
by a camera lens and further focused through a second lens.  The monochromator used was a 
SPEX Triplemate 1877 Triple grating monochromator with an 1800 grooves/mm grating that 
dispersed radiation onto the CCD detector cooled to -110°C using liquid N2.  The system was 
calibrated to the crystalline phonon mode of Si and several peaks from the carbonate solvent in 
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the in situ spectroelectrochemical cell.  This calibration was performed after aligning the sample.  
Typical Si stress measurements on the MRL Raman instrument consisted of acquisition times 
that would result in approximately 40,000 – 45,000 counts from the Si crystalline phonon peak.  
This time varied due to alignment and could vary from 45 – 300 seconds.  The combination of 
acquisition time, total time available on the instrument, and the voltage window being examined 
determined the electrochemical parameters and the number of spectra to be acquired.   
The third instrument that was used to collect Si stress measurements was a Nanophoton 
confocal Raman microscope.   his instrument will be referred to as ‘ RL CR ’.   he 
instrument utilized a 532 nm excitation laser source focused onto the sample using a 5x, 10x, 
20x, 50x, or 10x selectable objective.  The sample was moved into the focal plane of the 
objective with a motorized sample stage.  The scattered radiation was collected in reflection 
geometry through the same objective as was used for the incident laser.  The scattered radiation 
was dispersed off a 2,400 grooves/mm grating and then sent to a CCD detector.  Calibration is 
performed by the instrument whenever the grating is moved.  The grating was centered at a 520 
cm
-1
 Raman shift. 
For the first two instruments the silicon line is fit between 500 and 540 cm
-1
 using a five-
parameter pseudo-Voigt profile using OriginPro 8.6’s peak fitting software as shown in equation 
1. 
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Where y0 is the y-axis offset, xc is the line center, A is the amplitude, w is the width, and c is the 
profile shape factor.  Typically, c is close to 0.5 (equal parts Gaussian and Lorentzian), and the 
R
2
 correlation coefficient for the fit is between 0.999 and 0.9999.  A maximum of 50,000 
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iterations are performed with a tolerance of 1 x 10
-17
.  For the MRL CRM the stress fitting was 
done in the Nanophoton software using a Voigt profile.  This was mainly due to the difficulty in 
removing the data to external software and various other kinks in the Nanophoton’s Japanese 
software that was being troubleshot by the MRL staff.   
 Instrument drift was accounted for on all instruments by measuring an unstressed Si 
wafer before and after measurements.  Fitting was performed as detailed above to ensure no 
changes in the line center.  Due to the simplicity of a single spectrum (as opposed to mapping) in 
the MRL CRM, exportation to OriginPro was possible and pseudo-Voigt fitting was performed 
on the standard unstressed wafer before and after measurements to check for instrument drift. 
 Electrodes were different for the three different instruments.  The Gewirth and MRL 
Raman instruments were bulk instruments, whereas the MRL CRM instrument was a 
microscope.  Therefore the sample type was different for the different classifications.  For the 
bulk instruments a bulk planar Si (100) wafer was used, as previously described in chapter 2 for 
the Si phonon measurements.  Undoped wafers were used for all stress measurements to get a 
baseline of instrument performance and feasibility before the doped wafers would be tested.  For 
bulk measurements the in situ spectroelectrochemical cell described in chapter 2 was used.   
For the MRL CRM instrument microfabricated Si (111) wafers were used.  The 
microfabrication consisted of a 20 x 20 array of 50 µm square pillars etched to various depths 
from batch to batch.  Typical etch depth (i.e. pillar height) was approximately 10 µm.  The 
microstructured electrodes were fabricated using AZ 5214 photoresist, spun on at 3000 rpm for 
30 seconds, exposed to UV light through a Cr mask with the desired pattern.  After exposure the 
sample was developed in AZ 327 MIF developer for approximately 1.25 – 1.5 minutes.  The 
samples were then etched using inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (Bosch process).  
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After etching the samples were cleaned by sonicating in acetone for 5 minutes and then 
isopropanol for 5 minutes to remove residual photoresist.  After cleaning the samples were 
etched in a KOH solution to achieve smooth sidewalls.  The solution consisted of 11 g of KOH 
in a 10 mL isopropanol / 30 mL H2O solution.  The samples were placed in the solution at 100°C 
for 1 minute while the solution was stirred at 450 rpm.  Afterwards the Ti/Au current collector 
was deposited on the backside using e-beam evaporation (Temescal).   
To study the microstructured samples using the MRL CRM the hope was to use a custom 
built gas-tight cell (for initial testing).  Experiments would be performed in an Ar atmosphere, 
but would be electrochemically ex situ.  The cell consisted of two stainless steel plates to be 
sandwiched together.  The bottom plate had a circular sample trench, an O-ring trench, and three 
bolts machined into it.  The top plate had three receiving holes for the bolts and a window hole 
which had a lip for the window to be sealed onto using epoxy (Hysol).  The optical window was 
a 1.5” diameter 1/16” thick fused quartz window.  Unfortunately due to the very small working 
distances of the 50x and 100x objective of the microscope, less than 1.0 mm for both, the cell 
was difficult to use.  This was due to the unavailability of fused quartz windows of less than 1 
mm which made focusing onto the sample plane impossible at these high objectives.  Thinner N-
BK7 glass windows (0.2 mm thick) were obtained from Edmund Optics which showed no 
Raman activity in the region of interest, but the cell was never re-machined to accommodate the 
new windows.  The feasibility of this cell for ex situ measurements remains, but it was 
determined that in situ measurements would be needed for future endeavors as will be detailed in 
the following sections.  As a result the MRL CRM samples were measured ex situ in atmosphere. 
Electrochemistry for the Gewirth Raman instrument and the MRL Raman instrument 
were performed in situ using the spectroelectrochemical cell detailed in chapter 2.  Cyclic 
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voltammetry was performed and the parameters of each electrochemical experiment were 
determined by the necessary acquisition time of the instrument and the available time on the 
instrument.  Electrochemistry for the MRL CRM samples were performed in a one-compartment 
glass cell in an Ar filled glovebox.  Lithium metal was used as the counter/reference electrode 
and the samples were galvanostatically lithiated at a constant current for a set amount of time for 
the desired lithiation amount.   
Scanning electron microscopy was performed in the Center for Microanalysis of 
Materials (CMM) facilities at the Frederick-Seitz  aterial’s Research Laboratory.   he 
instrument was a Hitachi 4700 SEM and the accelerating voltage was 20 kV.   
 
B.3. Results and Discussion 
 Using the Gewirth Raman instrument was the natural starting point, seeing as it was 
readily available and also a seamless transition from the phonon measurements made previously 
(see chapters 2-5).  Figure B1 shows a spectrum (black line) obtained at open circuit potential in 
the spectroelectrochemical cell from the Gewirth Raman instrument.  The red line is the pseudo-
Voigt fit which has an R
2
 coefficient of 0.9976.   
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Figure B1. Spectrum of Si phonon mode in spectroelectrochemical cell on Gewirth Raman 
instrument with pseudo-Voigt fit (red line).   
 
The spectrum shows the Si crystalline phonon mode as detailed earlier in this dissertation.  The 
R
2
 value is lower than desired for the level of accuracy in the peak center and will be discussed 
later. 
For all measurements control studies are of extreme importance since most of the data 
will be obtained from strenuous peak fitting.  It is necessary to make sure that the changes that 
are seen are caused by the electrochemistry and not due to the measurements themselves.  To this 
end control experiments were performed on both bulk instruments to determine if laser damage 
or heating was causing the measured stress.  Figure B2 shows the results from fitting Raman data 
at select potentials during a control experiment in which no electrochemistry was performed.  
The spectroelectrochemical cell was fully assembled and the Raman was performed as usual, but 
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no electrodes were connected.  The black y-axis of the plot shows the center line Raman shift 
obtained from fitting as a function of the imaginary potential to easily compare the control versus 
the actual experiments.  The red line shows the R
2
 value for each fit.  Fitting was done at 0.1 V 
increments until near the expected lithiation potential of 0.3 V, where every peak in the range 
was fit.  
 
 
Figure B2. Control experiment on Gewirth Raman instrument showing peak center derived from 
fitting as a function of imaginary potential (no electrochemistry performed).  The red line shows 
the R
2
 coefficient value of the fitting and corresponds with the right axis. 
 
The figure shows minimal change (< 0.1 cm
-1
) in the peak center position (black line) during the 
time scale of the experiment, which indicates no laser damage from the HeNe.  It should be 
noted that the laser was slightly defocused during this experiment to minimize laser damage.  To 
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compensate for this the camera lens was adjusted the same amount to optimize signal.  The R
2
 
coefficient (red line) shows good fitting for all the peaks, but not quite near the 0.999 - 0.9999 
desired fit.   
 Cyclic voltammetry was performed on the Si wafer and resulted in voltammograms that 
were identical in shape to the ones reported in Chapter 3 (data not shown here).  The spectra 
were examined at different points along the voltammogram.  In order to evaluate the changes in 
the intensity, shape, and position of the peak spectra were compared before lithiation (i.e. near 
the starting potential) and after partial lithiation as evidenced by the voltammogram.   
 Figure B3 shows a comparison of a spectra obtained at 1.0 V and one obtained at 0.28 V, 
i.e. well before lithiation and after partial lithiation resulting in loss of crystalline signal 
respectively.   
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Figure B3. (a) Raman spectrum at 1.0 V with fit (b) Raman spectrum at 0.28 V with fit on 
Gewirth Raman instrument. 
 
Figure B3a shows a reasonably good fit at the higher intensity, as also seen in figure B1.  The R
2
 
value for the fit was 0.9959.  Figure B3b however does not exhibit a good peak fit, indicated by 
the R
2
 value being 0.9847.  It is evident in the figure that there is a level of asymmetry on the left 
side of the peak.  While not apparent at high intensities, a shoulder-like feature is always present 
on the Si peak at all potentials.   his artifact is due to a misalignment of the detector’s position 
on the laser table.  The beam is collected and enters the monochromator at an angle instead of 
normal to the slits.  This is evident by changing the alignment of the beam entering the slits.  
Adjustment of the beam will result in less asymmetry, but this comes at a severe loss in signal.  
Due to the nature of the detector’s mounting to the table small changes are difficult and make for 
an arduous realignment. 
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This asymmetry artifact makes the fitting less reliable and more difficult.  This is 
expressed in the R
2
 value of the fits at lower potential as seen in figure B4. 
 
 
Figure B4. Plot of peak center as a function of potential (black line) and the R
2
 value (red line) 
of the corresponding fits. 
 
The black line of figure B4 is the peak center derived from fitting during the cathodic (left to 
right) scan of the first segment of the cyclic voltammetry.  The inflection point where the peak 
center begins to shift to higher energy corresponds strongly with the onset of reductive current in 
the electrochemistry (not shown).  Unfortunately, due to the asymmetry of the peak, after 
lithiation and loss of signal the R
2
 value begins to decrease significantly.  The R
2
 value goes 
from 0.9964 at 1.0 V to 0.9641 at the left-most peak fit.  This decrease could also be a 
convolution of the much lower signal-to-noise encountered at the end, due to almost complete 
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loss of crystallinity from lithiation, but is made worse by the asymmetry of the peak.  Therefore 
any shifts in the peak center seen cannot be reliably determined.  To more accurately determine 
peak shifts it is necessary for a symmetric peak and would also be helpful to have a higher 
grooves/mm grating to be able to disperse the peak on more pixels. 
 Because of the asymmetry encountered in the Gewirth Raman instrument and the 
difficulty in fixing this, the MRL Raman instrument was used to perform the stress 
measurements.  The MRL Raman instrument also has the benefit of a higher groves/mm grating.  
As with the Gewirth Raman instrument a control study needed to be performed to ensure no laser 
damage from the incident radiation.  This is especially true since the MRL Raman instrument 
uses a higher energy 532 nm beam.  The MRL Raman instrument employs a tunable neutral 
density filter which allows for fine tuning of the power.  Several controls were run until the 
power was sufficiently tuned low enough to not cause a slope in the peak center fitting during 
control experiments.   
 Figure B5 shows the electrochemistry and peak fitting results of a Si (100) sample on the 
MRL Raman instrument.  Figure B5a shows the cathodic scan of the electrochemistry.  There is 
minimal current during the scan until the potential is scanned sufficiently negative.  Once the 
potential reaches 0.22 V the current begins to become more negative, indicative of reductive 
lithiation.  The peak center and the corresponding R
2
 value can be seen in parts b and c 
respectively of Figure 5.  The onset of current is seen to correlate strongly with the change in the 
peak center from fitting.  A 5 cm
-1
 shift to lower energy can be seen from the peak center, with a 
resulting 0.9987 to 0.9081 shift in the R
2
 value.   
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Figure B5. (a) Cathodic scan of electrochemistry showing current density as a function of 
potential (b) The peak center of the Si crystalline phonon mode during electrochemistry (c) The 
R
2
 value of the peak fits from part (b). 
 
 It is difficult to have a high degree of confidence in the 5 cm
-1
 shift in the peak center 
based on the decreasing R
2
 value of the fits in the above figure.  Figure B6 shows an overlay of 
the spectra from 0.236 to 0.218 V from the above figure.  It can be seen visually in the overlay 
that there is indeed a shift in the peak during lithiation.   
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Figure B6. Overlay of spectra obtained from 0.236 V to 0.218 V during electrochemical cycling.  
The black line indicates peak center at 0.236 V.  
 
The black line in figure B6 indicates the peak center of the spectrum at 0.236 V as determined 
from fitting.  As seen in the figure there is a definitive shift to lower energy as the peak decreases 
in intensity.  Unfortunately any quantitative information is difficult because of the R
2
 value of 
the fits.   
 Aside from the decreasing R
2
 value and lack of quantitative confidence, there is a 
noticeable lack of reproducibility derived from both bulk techniques; i.e. the Gewirth Raman and 
the MRL Raman instruments.  Figure B7 shows the peak center fitting results from several 
experiments using both of the bulk Raman techniques.   
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Figure B7. Peak center vs. potential plots for four experiments performed using bulk 
instruments.  
 
As can be seen in figure B7 there is no reproducible trend in the peak center shift seen during 
lithiation.  The top two plots show the full electrochemical window, i.e. 1.0 V to lithiation, 
whereas the bottom two plots show more focused regions of lithiation.  On some experiments 
there is an apparent shift to higher energy while on others there is a shift to lower energies.  This 
can be explained from a microscopic view of stresses.  The stresses encountered should not be 
heterogeneous and will be different for different areas, especially in terms of a weak spot.  All 
failure will begin at a weak spot and the variability will be evident in a bulk technique like the 
ones used above.  If the measurement is far away or if it is next to where a crack forms the 
stresses encountered would be different.   
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 To address the issue of macroscopic measurements showing variability, a microscopic 
technique is desirable.  Confocal Raman Microscopy (CRM) is well suited to address the 
microscopic spatial resolution desired while retaining the ability to monitor the Si phonon mode.  
Using microstructured electrodes allows for the observation of lithiation progression on specific 
crystallographic faces on the anisotropic pillars.  Figure B8 is a scanning electron micrograph of 
the array of microstructured Si pillars used for the CRM experiments.  
 
 
Figure B8. Electron micrograph of microstructure array.   
 
The array consists of a 20 x 20 grid of 50 µm square pillars with heights dependent on the 
etching process, but approximately 10 µm.  The outer markings are fiduciary markers for an X-
ray experiment and are not used for this CRM experiment.  The pillars consist of a (111) top 
face, two (110) sidewalls opposite of each other, and two (112) faces opposite of each other.  
Preferential lithiation is expected on the (110) faces from earlier experiments (Chapter 3).   
 CRM was performed on the microstructured electrodes prior to electrochemical lithiation 
to observe the structures.  Figure B9 shows a CRM image acquired in x-y imaging mode using a 
20x objective.  The outer part of the image shows the optical image acquired from the 
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microscope, while the inner rectangle is the Raman map of the intensity of the Si 520 cm
-1
 
phonon mode.   
 
 
Figure B9. Confocal Raman image showing the optical image from the microscope along with 
the intensity mapping of the 520 cm
-1
 mode.  Red scale bar in top of image left is 5 µm. 
 
As can be seen in the Raman map the highest intensity areas of the map are the Si pillars, which 
are in the z-axis focal plane.  The structures show well defined edges and good microfabrication 
and the dimensions are in agreement with the SEM.   
Figure B10 shows the Raman mapping of the microstructured electrode prior to 
electrochemistry using the ‘shift’ feature in the Nanophoton software.   
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Figure B10. CRM image at 20x showing the shift mapping of the microstructured electrode with 
the left and right end portions being the microscope image. 
  
The shift feature is a measure of the symmetry between the left and right halves of the peak.  
This measurement will give information as to any shifts to the left or right of a peak.  As can be 
seen from the shift map there are not any regions of high contrast, i.e. bright or dark spots.  So 
there is no variation in the peak shape in the sample without any electrochemistry.  It is of note 
that there is a variation from top to bottom of the map.  This is an artifact of the instrument and 
the way the CRM scans the sample.  It starts at the top of the sample and line-scans down to the 
bottom.  So top-to-bottom variation is not indicative of changes.  It will be more useful to look at 
variations from left to right.   
 Another useful tool of the MRL CRM is to be able to map several spectral features at 
once.  Figure B11 shows a CRM intensity map using the Si phonon peak at 520 cm
-1
 (green), the 
Si amorphous phonon mode centered around 480 cm
-1
 (purple), and an unknown vibrational 
mode at 320 cm
-1
 (red).   
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Figure B11. CRM map of three modes: 520 cm
-1
 in green, 480 cm
-1
 in purple, and 320 cm
-1
 in 
red.  Sample is before any electrochemistry. 
 
As can be seen in figure B11 the crystalline Si is most intense on the pillars.  All three modes are 
weak everywhere else and contribute equally to the rest of the map.  The intensity of all three 
modes is subtracted from a background region with no vibrational modes.   
 The same microstructured electrode that was imaged in figures B9-11 was 
galvanostatically lithiated against lithium metal to 800 mAh/g, which is 20% of its theoretical 
specific capacity of 4,200 mAh/g.  The sample was sealed in Ar atmosphere and immediately 
transferred to the MRL CRM instrument.  Because the sample is imaged ex situ and is stressed 
by partial lithiation it is expected to relive that strain over time.  Figure B12 shows two 
microscope images acquired at 50x of the same pillar.   
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Figure B12. 50x microscope images of the same pillar after electrochemistry.  Left) immediately 
after removing the sample from electrolyte; the line is a line-scan to check alignment.  Right) 
The same pillar after approximately 1 hour. 
 
The left image is the first image acquired and shows volumetric expansion on the left and right 
face of the x-axis of the post, which corresponds to the (110) faces where preferential lithiation is 
expected.  The line-scan taken is for alignment purposes and shows the intensity of the 520 cm
-1
 
mode.  The expansion is well defined in the left image, whereas in the right image it is not.  The 
right image is taken approximately 1 hour after the left image.  It can be seen that the pillar has 
relieved the strained crystalline Si / amorphous LixSi interface by some form of exfoliation or 
delamination.   
 Further mapping was performed on the exfoliated pillar structure.  Figure B13 shows the 
same shift Raman mapping as seen in figure B10, but at 50x instead of 20x.   
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Figure B13. Shift Raman map of Si pillar after electrochemistry.   
 
Unlike figure B10 there are definite areas of contrast, i.e. the brighter and darker regions of the 
map.  This is especially apparent around the well-defined edge of the crystalline Si where the 
most stressed region would be.  The shift image is in relation to the 520 cm
-1
 crystalline phonon 
mode which should be relatively insensitive to the amorphous exfoliated region, which is 
apparent on the left and right sides of the pillar.  Unfortunately due to bugs in the Japanese 
software that were, at this time, still untreated no quantitative information can be gathered as to 
the magnitude of the contrast in the map.  Point scans were conducted near the areas of high and 
low shift contrast and, from pseudo-Voigt fitting, there appears to be an approximately 0.5 cm
-1
 
shift in the peak center. 
 Figure B14 shows the multiple peak mapping that was utilized in figure B11 of the 
lithiated sample.  As in figure B11 the 520 cm
-1
 crystalline Si phonon mode is green, the 
amorphous Si 480 cm
-1
 phonon mode is purple, and the unknown vibrational mode at 320 cm
-1
 is 
red.   
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Figure B14 CRM map of three modes: 520 cm
-1
 in green, 480 cm
-1
 in purple, and 320 cm
-1
 in 
red.  Sample is after the electrochemistry. 
 
Unlike figure B11 there are definitive areas of localized intensity of each mode, which are again 
taken with respect to a background area of no vibrational modes.  The 520 cm
-1
 green area is, as 
expected, localized in the center of the pillar where the core pillar has remained intact.  The 
purple 480 cm
-1
 amorphous Si phonon mode is seen localized at the exfoliated expanded regions, 
with more lateral distance seen than vertical; again in agreement with the anisotropic lithiation 
seen earlier.  The red 320 cm
-1
 mode is seen dispersed around the pillar and also a small spot on 
top of the pillar.  This mapping gives insight into the regions of crystalline vs. amorphous Si and 
can be useful in monitoring lithiation.  This may also be more useful after the delithiation of the 
pillars since the majority of Si in the expanded region will exist as amorphous LixSi, which is 
Raman inactive.   
 
B.4 Conclusions and Future Directions 
 It is evident that the use of bulk Raman techniques, while being utilized in situ, do not 
have the necessary spatial resolution to measure the stress evolution of Si wafers.  This can be 
explained by the spatial variability encountered in mechanical stresses and the idea of a ‘weak 
spot’ being where the culmination of stresses results in mechanical failure.   he irreproducibility 
of the bulk techniques has become apparent through repetitions of experiments.  The use of the 
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MRL CRM to achieve higher spatial resolution through the use of a microscope setup is 
advantageous in numerous ways.  The CRM technique has been shown to give some interesting 
initial results while only being used ex situ.  The use measuring the peak shift or doing more 
advanced peak fitting will give information as to the state of stress being encountered at various 
points on the Si microstructure, while the ability to map other vibrational modes can be useful 
for other chemical traces formed through the electrochemistry.  The CRM technique can be used 
to address many of the questions of how mechanical stresses propagate and what the effect of 
dopants can have on the transport rates of lithiation.   
 Future experiments using the MRL CRM would have to utilize an in situ cell to be able to 
look at stresses without worrying about the exfoliation or delamination seen in the above 
experiments.  An in situ cell would be modeled quite easily off of the gas-tight cell described in 
the experimental section of this appendix.  A cell made of Kel-F utilizing the same two-plate 
geometry would be quite easy to design and machine.  The challenging part will again be the 
optical window.  A window will have to be optically transparent, Raman inactive in the region of 
interest, and sufficiently thin enough to be able to use the higher order objectives on the CRM.  
Fused quartz would be the ideal material of choice, but is not commercially available in thin 
enough windows.  Custom windows could be ordered, but were not pursued due to time 
limitations.  N-BK7 glass from Edmund Optics has been used and can be obtained thin enough to 
be used with the high magnification objectives and is Raman inactive for the Si stress 
measurements.  The challenge with that window is the higher cost than quartz and the 
mechanical stability of the very thin window, but it is feasible.  The in situ cell will have to 
utilize a reflection geometry which will induce edge effects due to the location of the counter 
electrode and the current distribution encountered by the working electrode.  Therefore the 
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microstructured electrode will need to be carefully measured as to not compare microstructures 
that are encountering vastly different lithiation currents, but this can also be helpful to measure 
in-plane transport by looking at the Raman spectra as a function of radius away from the Li and 
as a function of time.   
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